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every young man just starting out in life, or
ivo out-look before deciding in
ikiirK a
»t direction to move, we would say. lir-t of all
an aero of land.
No matter win re, >o that
-•»aired, though of course we mean for him to
.use his best iudgmeut in its selection.
v
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than mm-
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house lot,
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lily obtained.

even,
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no
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matter whether the young
i'ciug collected liy rain or dew, are in such minute
farmer, a meehanie. a Maek- quantities as to have no appreciable influence on
oitli. a lawyer, a doctor. or a minister, our advice vegetable growth, by any method hitherto em.is is ^ill the same.
It will lever he regretted, ployed.
I lie following substances are absorbed bv
plan's:
in tin future may he of the gr"ate>t benefit. It
'xygen, by roots, flowers, ripening fruit, and all
1 o give eliaraeter to the holder, and eontidence growing parts.
Carbonic acid, by foliage and green parts, only
ii- redd and standing. It shows a praiseworthy
: in the light.
.it’. 1 the public i> not Mind to even the small*
Ammonia, as carbonate, bv foliage prohablv at
,-t the rising youths of it* section.
all times.
Water, as a liquid, through tin roots.
•\nd to the married, the same advice applies still I
''itrous and ( united to ammonia, disolved in
5• o«
forcibly. There are many young married
Nitric acid, S water, through tlie roots.
and
in
that
scores
our cities
(izone
)
P* <iplr in our \illagcs.
une®rtalu
Marsh gas.
living in rented rooms, without an endeavor to
'finfollowing are not vbsouhep bv plants.
ut«
homes of their own. Many never think
Nitrogen, ami watt r in vapor.
••\pe»t t*» own housrs and lots of their own.
The following are exiialeh hy plants :
it it expenses r«>\c r their incomes, or nearly so,
Oxygen \ by foliage and green parts, only in
Ozone:\ tile light.
i *lii \ sre ii.» w:i\ In |*ut by money. eveu in
Marsh gas, in traces, l.y aquatic plants.
-ni:»
'flu
sums, towards purchasing homes,
Water, as vapor, from the the surface of plants
oi h-ni'cs an,l
il estate is high and yearly at all time-.
pi
Carbonic
acid, from the growing parts at all
in i> cdiur. and they seemdi'i-otirag. d trying t<» get
i times.
«i
u.h ahea.l !•> 'Ver purchase
home of their
in a future number we intend to ftmii-h a ooilo tion of interesting facts, derived from the same
Now to this
we would s:i\
look over yoiir work as the above, on the chemistry of soils. [Kdountry Gentleman.
w h< ivin \ mi
< \
us.
and
an -a\e >onie small
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|», but live. ten. liOeen nM wentyit will am-mill to quite a sum in
hua-i■ •■'i and sj vi\ di\- dav-. Also try and
«11• >r<
i«‘h dav\"n>j f, ■■*, al <<n»j u'>/'/>', so that

nd ituivs, if
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little or no rain fail occurs. II is true that tlie
farms m our State, arc generally very well
supplied
with brook- and springs,ami that water can lie had
!.-•'•
a
in wells by digging a reasonable distance; and that
prise.
tin' average rain tali, year alter year, is
very uni•!
11 til it i' «'ileap Old L'OOd. ev ell if at
form. lint il is also true that this season, brooks,
nil'
IV*oil tin heart of the eif\ or villi-l on
springs and wells are completely dry that are very
rai-elv known to fail of furnishing ail alniiuhuit
if.d |,»r man) reason it wili lie more satMarsupply ol water, and that at this time there are
11'
if soul,- si/i* s<, Heal you ean have trees, ]
many (arms from which the stock is driven to obaidmi.
vines, and a
This lot while tain Water.
Now should not tins present scarcity,
i)
quicken farmers everywhere to tlie absolute neces■a
u<- making tin last payment for it will yield a
ot
sity
erecting large cisterns, by means of which
i' o
qua ai least t-> its interest, if von cultivate tlie copious rain falls ol
spring and autumn may lie
a vegetable garden, and after it
is paid for, hel i in reserve for just such a contingency as we
while you m -a\i!i:r up to build your cottage :uv now experiencing?
In close connection with lliese remarks come tlie
"■. st will still pay you b:iinNonie)\
inquiries of our correspondent, if. It., of North
lii-w much would be added to the growth am! l.i\ermoro, in regard to a cistern for
retaining waI
i n
I
it <•-■« on I villages, w. r all its young ter for garden uses. Such cisterns are by no means
a
new
or
untried
as
|
tiling,
they have been suggestn. a -■ t ;\ ing t
j.oss, s> homes of their own rather cl or recommended
by almost every writer about
Ie*
tees :i[ lasiiion, i-i lashioi.
shrine, and gardens. from I he time of l>r. Deane down to
j
Tlie former advocates the garden
•v
taiiik that morality and all it Kindred virtues I Henderson.
cistern "for receiving the water which falls upon
w
no hold far higher <vva\ than now.
We should |
tin- dwelling-liousc and outbuildings,*'and
says:
havt less of the
\>»ihis o' pi o ml at ii m that go hither, ! "rain water is preferable because
containing those
timber au\ win
th o impulse leads, earrving the i gases w hic h are of most beneiit to the plants—the
w
it th m hr tins, if ‘.ii- and sinew, to other I application of pond or spring water is sometimes
I abended with injury." If. 15.. asks if common
and ilie: Mines. Tin'- few thoughts arc lieid-stoiio cannot he used for
j
making the cistern
have
th\1!
msi |.a ation ot tin- \oun_*.
ina)
j in place of brick, ‘i- brick, with him, cannot lie had
w ithout being hauled a
!i me
sum, where, oi thi> eountrv of cheap land, |
long distance. Most eerII :iinly; and Midi rough stone are. in fact, recomv
\
1 i a ;;•
it lhe) V\ ili bill r\.
! mended h> Watson ill hi- "Home Garden" for this
purpose. Having dug your cistern, make a rough
plank iraine and place it inside the same. leaving a
THEMISTRY OF
PLANTS.
1
-tutieient space for the cistern walls between the
surrounding earth. Then proceed to till up the
i
.'-‘in-'
ii ; •!• siinj:
in spins outside tiie frame, with
regular layers of
"'i
\\ i«h the
w tli «»f i•hull'-, and the "u:
the-/ rocks and hydraulic cement—tlie bottom
>:
:i
.\
!.i ;is;•
his
h :iiv, mostly I having lir-t been cotered wilh the same
material,
>
!
u
11
fr-»m tha. i«h n i i: * f»i« and I 'lie II" k- being
pounded compactly together before
'•n i>i 1\ f• *i
fanm
IV-h. dohn- til" cement i-put on. I.el the frame remain ten
.iif* «■’11i11«•! 1
How < roj>- Feed
I days, then remove it. and plaster the interior with
i*ias Is 11•.|uir«• oxyir- ii.
1» -viU'->uI e
| einent mortar, t'over with large flag-stone or
■’iii th-w-roMsiiin.in Jl hours, sc\*• nil
three thiekne-sos ot sound plank. The istern may
'I
hulk '! *. V LT«
_ra-'.
Tile oe const rueted at a little distance from tlie
buildings
:■ ii \
ii nci
(
M winch the water from the roofs
may ho eonduetuni! !'. .Mil"
"rM\
!' A 'Hu iialinnn al>- I ol.
ITov ide wilh a pump, or, if near the garden,
> tiunvs ii
hulk of nx\ ■«■«• in om hour, ; a force-pump may he fumd better for the
purpose
rui-*-; if
1 < m i .t
n.i
1*» d-mnos higher ol
watering, iiarn cisterns should he more genertin* mht minimi' air.
■»-.
made
than
are.
Maine
ally
they
I
Farmer.
m
u
Von
lahorah
that ; hints do not ah»orh troo nitroRAILROAD DOORS FOR BARNS.
no 111-• air
dlInumh in sir'll'_r'*oal uhumianoe ;
wi.i
ns »••iii|>oun ;* furnish nitrogen
with o\I licse door- :ir- f;ir superior to the old fashioned
t
a
t;
u-liuarv tV-a -a plants.
'vlii. li rev .ho on hinge-. They are
opened
it
lants an and <1.•'<•! 1 iiv means of a rail mu] several small
”•
'«
i!
N. Ill ll.ltUp III Iflt Ml IUllfli : ii“" Iriiel;.- securely attached In (lie
top, ami are so
i1 v
ii:1111 '': 111
.itli,* moislne!ei 1 a. m.t only to close tlie door
eil'eetnally
;; | v. hi I ; !i•• w ittT com os I again-t tin' mgr. s of rain, snmv and void air. lint In
11
;
oi l?!' ii. m i)i■ m
-oi,l roots.
very durable and in every res]..
ellieient.
[lie
IT\ \ *0
1 1
ii’ll s which is Larue doors are formed by one iileli matelied boards,
>.!
in- j»! :ti it
in sun- plaeed perpendicularly. and crossed by matelied
•n;
!h
1> •« *1111 m i loll <•{' 'Irips ni ib< 'Sine in a diagonal direelion, or from
I
1-1 pre-nt.ih plant
io
corner to corner Oil both sides.
These steps are so
>l>
t i
.11
!l*-li:i!'-inu l ll« ov; p*n.
to represent the sheathing olden seen on
put on
n
!
mlapplied wit h line house., being about >i\ inches in width, and
mi
aihoni'* arid, no ; covering the entire surface. It will be seen at once
v
i.■
I
in -unliirht.
that three thicknesses of matched boards,
o
ol' oil from plant-, nailed and thoroughly
painted, besides being so
1
\
to obviate effectually all
_• ti
Hindi
t
Ioiimo forests. ! hung
possibility of saglit
tin w -.it 'H
n l somotiinos l yin r. :i' is the ease wit It doors of ordinarv const ruci. ,•;
;• .in!' r.i» ;n^
j.iaiitir.. Plants e\- tion and workmanship when hung in" the usual
! win1 ii a room witii hut , way unis! secure ail article of great etUeicnev and
j :i•
vA in
II
ti- -il
1o!,a<VO, hlpilit •!!!!- ol an almost indestruetihlecharacter. The labor of
n .ln.
.*
\\>■ carbonic uei-I
ojirti.iig and closing these doors may lie jierformed
'• i. iinkit and other-. ! h> the merest liov, and in windy weather tliev are
\>
\ a in jhrow off ? hi most nut slamming and endangering "not onlv their’own
'A ii.:<!
a
oiiimoii'v «*i*a-i‘s ::s th'*v hi'tenings and fixtures. lint the lives, also, of all hv
'h as much -.irbonie
w a nt
\|
they are approached. The old fashion of
II.!'
111
unlirjhl. i- tliny ex- Id e ng Hie trucks at the bottom is anything hut de\ -itiLrin rol/.a plant
n
hr.
w i
r.ible as tiie former is liable to become clogged by
i
t w■! iii- l'■1
it’!in ono in iirht day.
-.eivv
ami ice; lull when il is placed al top", no obo
i’M
..!. Mi
Arm.
Tlio almos- struction ran possibly intervene from this
source;
.in!• .’hud ;.ar of iliis gas. tlie doer glides easily along the
oh
rail, and never retin
”iimi’
that cm irci- tli" earth, ij.ure. io be birred open by main strength. Small
a n,.lc
n
oiumni
in I he atmosphcri iscsfj- d nil's for tie-ups, sheds, out-houses and other simin. ton,(MN’.oiMijHin
IA (tvacre lias i>s lar buildings, are constructed in a similar
way.
1 In ;, are much cheaper than
it. An aon ol
panel doors, lo which
J*
!'
-rt- into w ood in one \ ear. ahold ; they are preferable for all
where
purposes
strength
•it
t
I■ >ni’
a-'iil.
l! there wen* none ol and durability are
required. |A Farmer, in (ferr
i” the air. i-> eomlnistion. hreathI uiaiit.iwn Telegraph.
'll.; retjuirV ahout a Immlied years
md *.n
ii I he earth to consume it
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When tin y hav e all ihr\
ipi'l. tlou ring is cheeked’
ms :i
:»! •’ in. r.l.
It deepens tin
if toil
plant' al-‘> rontaiu inor<
;
Hi !!• W' iglit than thost
Ion
-llialle
supply white growing
from ]■ a111' niupiv supplied will
111 M
l* mil .ii-.
s
;• hrr than from feeble
til' sii| pli •■! w ith tln*m.
'•".’I
ain:
brings down as u pas'i"
*ix i»
:
It scent, the ammonia ditlnsUgh
iirli e
A
; mg rain iias at first mue.l
5!
t,..
lust V, > V little or none.
Alt.a
-hi, ;n.r-. i*. •,t.m^rht down than after a
f
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There are some advantages in
having colts dropI in [lie tail, instead of
i
spring or early summer.
I lie principal one is that the colts
get through tin
cm year of their lives more
satisfactorily, instead
oi ...
" caned in the
fall, mid, in some eases, left
i" lie- lender mercies of
the straw stack and tin
'sink', they remain with the mares
:
throu"li
die winter, and are
subsequently weaned on crass
.'.en with the best care and feed it is
hardlv possiih b' make tlie colts thrive as well
during the lirsl
unite'- without tlie mares as with
them, (trait
ml dry hay are not adapted to their
digestivi
and
organs,
they frequently get out ot order, am
■T" 11 111 • mdition, even when their
owners .lo tlie
[ I'cd b.\ them. Il is better for (lie colts, to reed tin
! mar s the "Xtra grain, and trust to the iuerousei
| rieiiness ol till'll- milk tor beneficial results to tin
“IL
II Is well to have a large box stall and sheitei
etc tlie man and colt,
fn cases where farmer'
work their lirood mares it is
generally better t.
have tall colls on account of
doing spring and summcr work.
Winter
is
a
I
comparatively leisure sent"1" Hie horses as well as tlie master.
i
I Kura
New Y uker.
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STRAW AS

FOOD.

'•'• direful of Hie straw. Jt is not
very loti"since
although varying greatly
whs regarded as worthless
tlie yearly rain-fall on oni |strau
upon half the
; Infills 111 the country.
Of late years 11 ditlercnt
•o’, in.' ahou.
"i '« \ m pounds of ummoni;
has
opinion
prevailcil,
amt
i(
is now "enerallv
t
!Ii
I*ri f. Johnson's analysis, is |
as an important assistant
in the winter■
n.t
n< -si\tirth
rt tli.- <|iiantity eontainei j !'croKmy.«il
ol stock. Mr. Horsfall, a great
niK
k garden sop
authority on
jf w, may judge of tin
Agricultural matters says,—“1 am satisfied' that
■I n't ioip. ii r. tpiii'r l
for tin- growtl
year!)
tim
most
eiaiiiomical
use
of
food
1
v
•a
eget.ib! !!i.i \ sis, rain Wain* suppiir i mallei is together with straw rich in allmininous
or other materials
a
it
1

'ii"'

H. a

m

•'

.v

,nt.

that

••

rogei
erop
which are ilelieient in this element.” Mr. Meeai
|
is about 40 pounds
another great authority, says.—■! have
long since
the average that eomca ;
straw ;i> ;i food, and should consider myU'loptoil
lain and >no\v
'file nitrogen in a lieavv I self
to
foolishly
unprolitahle
waste
it
•••
i \< r i' ah.>u! MO pounds
uselessly in
per aere, o
ami wet farm-yards.”
The Uural World
:i1,
to.-ii ,pl> i'
one-si\teenth part jopen
says,—Straw when early cut and properly cured
"!;
and uitral
! soda eae.li eontaii
guam
not dried, has somewhat the
n:
! niirngm, and 10 pmuuls o i
quality of clover
Ihit.oh! how
are we about the curlin'
•'
'!' t
1
|iial M thr annual nalura ol straw when neglectful
it is one of the first employments"
f
•»P|dy
l here is a
fragrance about such straw, and'the pale
*
'1 v.n
N I it<
1 hirtv laishels of whea
given tint, which make it a valuable
II :. "f w lira! straw rolllaill M
and most
pound
easant odder.
p
Straw may be fed with udvanontains two -r three times a
tag. to al kinds of stock, It is excellent, to mix
vrj " Iif.i'
»•
aided
rspr.-iallv
h;
'"r:l1
feed with carrots, beets or
■.
i'
hufiii/i r>, whilt e|o\n* may he pni
v*
turnips.
It straw were
properly economized, liav would he
:
0
!lr m. :t' ! i ahl< '•> ro||r. t nitrn
much cheaper. [Country
.■
(Icntlcman.
*1.
v\
a\
!>i it
In
l<i\ rr proves >o valuahl
+
n.r wheai.
til:.
11 has become a rule ii
An Asti INIS lint)
e
t
in i. wln re '\steinatie rotation o r
Minister. In a small
1
w. i.
ipptv nitrogenous manures P ‘"A- n.,,t Ini’ instance from the
••Huh," resides
<
and pli "j .Ii it
lover supplic
toturnips.
ih•
1111st
named
Brown, lie received an or’t. mtiog.-n through its leaves, until tti !
ti
oni
liis
helnved pastor for a set of false
i- it at Ini ..I. tin functions of the foliage ii
i teeth.
The work was executed
I *. I in. as the seed begins to develop
ps
promptly and
1 T1
m
u> .»( the plant for pro\ it ling itself wit I
; the pet shepherd of his llock called in tlie. ap",ii‘
for
i
need
mtrogrn fail, although their
pointed time to receive them. Ilrmvn fixed
-Iht * X 1*N.
them in his reverend customer's
'•N1
am
mouth, when
Niiidr Acim.
Ammonia am I
the latter, stepping to the glass to see the efii nu i.-, mi tin*
one hand, and ozone, ni
fect. said slowly and distinctly:—
***id on the other, contained in tin
>v‘
Jesus Christ! Jesus Christ 1”
distantly acting on ouch other
11" Mialh eoiuposcal and decompose!
Now Brown is more noted for his
1
In
r»».
a
"1
quickml nt the surface of the soil
*
dthough found in the atmosphere ness id' temper and profanity than tor his
1,1 ,,lr sdr in
eomhination witl piety; and hearing his customer speak in
“•
''
*’uhi of rain w ashes an im
such a manner his ire was quickly aroused.
'•
1111»*1
-I :nr, mfri. a.-id
is found mon
‘•Blast, it!” he exclaimed, “if you don’t,
■'
Ilian in air iUrlf. Tin
'.mall to bo detected m rair like the teeth, you needn't take them, but
** Ri'-arst
(|Uautlty of nitric ucid found there is no necessity of your swearing about
|mrta in ten million parts of water it.”
fun! ninety-eight and one lnmdret
The astonished minister drew hack.
!
others. More
>
eommonly ahoul
•t ti'- parts in ten million of
“My dear sir,” he said, “I was not swearwater, have been
!
1 his is a hum ,i pounds of nitric arid
in om ing about the teeth ; hut for ten years 1 have
;i *u'
* •'
in •*«». » usr hail w as found to contain not been able to
pronounce my beloved
,llln
*■ id, and to !»«
peri eptilily sour to tin Saviour’s name distinctly; I was
only trying
Wr. t< id and amuiotii;, m thr air. without
teeth.”
•>
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your

teniblo weariness. She had bestowed but j
‘•Miss Starbright!” he murmured, abashed
THE ROMANCE OF CRIME.
lit tic care upon her.,toilet, but the
before her.
The career of hut tew men in the paths of
v rapper, the. blue ribbons, a certain absence ;
■‘Yes, you fill me with admiration, wicked
crime has been fraught with such painful and
< lusp the Cross! its sea of light!
to appear well, gave her a soft, touching and ungrateful as 1 have seemed.
sent
Papa
|
at the same time romantic interest'as that of
Floods away the spirit's night;
beauty. The doctor came ; ho was a man of; physicians to me at home. Not one of them
Clasp the Cross, and leaning there
of had the courage to say what you have said. Langdon W. Moore, alias Charles Adams,
handsome,
genius—polished,
susceptible
Breathe to Clod thy trembling prayer.
tlie linest influences, a lover of purity and You have saved me from myself. I promise alias John A. Stevens, the Lime Kock bank
who has just been sentenced to a
Not a star its silver
flings;
goodness, and an almost worshipper of beau- you solemnly I will break oil' this wretched robber,
Not a thrush its matin sings;
Like aunt Attie, lie was a favorite of habit. 1 will live for something besides self. term of seven years in the Thomaston State
ty.
Not a lily drinks the dew;
Prison in Maine.
old and young. Ti^te would fail to tell Now, good night.”
Not a hare bell spreads its blue.
The case of Moore has excited universal
how many nets had hOen thrown out for him.
Aunt Allie was surprised the next morning
Not a lichen on the hills
Drinks the drops of singing rills;
Like a wary fish he had escaped them all,and to see Lurly out in the garden, working interest throughout the country for several
Not a cloud in rifted light
causes, the most prominent o' e of which is
strange to say. his heart had not vet been ; among the flowers. The girl astonished her1 the
Sleeps upon the mountain light;
extraordinary efforts made in his behalf
in several ways that day. Light and life1
deeply touched.
But. glancing from his throne afar,
Without seeming to do so, he had probed I dwelt again in that pretty home; roses by Wm. P. Wood, ex-Chief of the United
Cod sees the cloud, the thrush, the star.
the young girl’s ease skillfully. A glance bloomed inside and outside. Day after day, States Detective Service, who has, it appears,
j
Then think'st thou that the bleeding heart
from him sent aunt Attie from the |romn on week after week, the miracle went on, and been endeavoring to get the United States
Of contrite man—the better part
Lurlinc sat at the Doctor Gray’s patient became happy, hopeful, Government to interpose its powerful arm in
< >f His creation—ever lies
I some pretext or other.
behalf of this great criminal.
In gory shroud beneath the skies.
open window; her glance wandered listless- healthy.
As Moore is known to the entire Detective
(>r ever pours its anguish wild,
not
bad
She
Doctor
it
called
worth
while
to;
thought
ly.
Gray
occasionally—enough
< >r, humble as a little child.
exercise her powers of .conversation, but oc- to make tin- gossips talk, however,—enough force ot the United States—local and national
Looks up to (iod, but from above
—the Canadas, the British Provinces, and in
| casionally had said a brilliant or witty thing, i to set Lurline’s heart to beating and her
He sees, and comes with brooding love?
portions of Europe, under the assumed name
Now, however, was the doctor's time. He cheek glowing.
Then clasp the Cross! the Lamb hath died
was a bold man in a good cause,
Lurline went back to her city home a new of Adams, better than any other, it is proposlie
knew
j
And glory shrouds the Crucified,
I society, and in spite of herself, he drew her creature; and not many months after, Doc- ed. in giving some interesting points in his
The purple drops, in rippling down,
out.
I'mler that quiet exterior ho saw a re- tor Gray was closeted with her father, when ; history, well worth perusal, to speak ot him
Flash out to gem thy living crown.
! served power that marked this girl as quite he told his honorable love and won his pa- j by that name.
nis career m crime
with the early
different from the generality of worldlings. tient back to lioscbank, as his happv, proud
j days of his life, when began
DR. GRAY'S PATIENT.
lie emigrated from a
He forced her, without her knowledge, to be and loving wife.
pleasant country home and took up His abode
When he Void; his departure, aunt
Aunt Attie Still-bright was the sweetes* and ; herself.
in that hot-bed of crime and criminals, New
handsomest old maid that ever the sun dione Attie mot him at the door.
SAVINGS BANKS IN MAINE.
York City. There he formed the acquaintI don’t believe she had an enemy in
‘•Well,” she said, an expectant look in her
upon.
We timl in the Hankers’ Magazine the following ance of a notorious woman known as •-Madall the wide world : I am sure she had none eyes.
summary ot the progress of Savings’ Banks in this am Russell of Mercer street,” a woman, who,
“I think I understand her case.”
in Koscband, our own sweet village that
State, which will he read with interest.
under the mask of a sanctimonious face, and
and
is
she
ill?
“Oh,
doctor,
I
amidst
the
hills.
have
The Sa\ ing hanks in Maine have increased in
very
struggled
the appearance and bearing ot* a decent
Who ean tell why some people never mar- been trying to think if there was any insani- seven years from lifteen in number to thirty-six.
now have depositors 39,527 in number, with
woman, carried in her heart all the low cunThey
our
in
I
?
don’t
believe
there
e\en
to
ever
Vivaeious, charming,
family.
ry
up
forty, ty
an aggregate of $10,490,000 on
deposit, or an aver- ning, skill and ingenuity in entrapping the
she was the very one, to storm hearts. It was.
The banks of
age of $265,40 to each depositor.
is
“She
keen
she ever had offers, she kepi the matter close,
witted enough,” replied the this State, as with other New England States, young and unwary of her own sex. so fatally
New York, etc., hold large amounts of government necessary to the successful pursuit of her
but I enjoy my own private opinion that she doctor, smiling.
In Maine they hold $1,710,000 of these fearful avocation, and who craved the society
“You
should
see her when she is in good bonds.
was often importuned to
of
her
state
change
securities, or about one-sixth of their total invest- of just such a man as Adams. The coalition
single blessedness. The word is no misno- spirits.”
ments. They hold also, State, County and munici- between these skillful
adepts lasted several
mer in her ease—it was blessedness with her
“She is so sometimes.”
pal bonds, $2,325,000; railroad bonds $6564)00;'
amassed a considerable amount
years.
They
lile.
I
and
then
want
bank
and
railroad
“Occasionally,
through
stocks, $530,000; mortgages on of
everybody
money, drove elegant equipages, drank
Picture to yourself a fair, sunshiny face, to be bv. She is so brilliant, dear child! real estate, $2,248,000; negotiable paper, $2,540,000.
Of the condition of the Savings banks in this line wines, and were carried nearly to the
with tin; gladdest most innocent blue eyes you lint you have not told me what ails her.”
State the last annual Report of ISO!)—1870, says
topmost pinnacle of success, only, as subseever saw, with curls on each side of the am“I cannot tell yet—you must wait,” lie reIn the United States the first Savings institution
quent events have shown, to be precipitated
ple forehead, white as silver, with a smile plied.
was established in Philadelphia in 1810.
A second from
the dizzy heights with all the greater
that made you happy for hours after you
“Is it serious ?”
was started at Boston in 1819, and in the same year
missed it, with a low, gentle voice as sweet
“It might bo if not attended to,” was the one in New York. With what success these efforts force, and dashed into fragments.
A young and exceedingly beautiful girl, in
have been crowned will appear in another part of
as music, and then you have the aunt Attic reply, as the doctor’s face
grew grave.
this Report. Soon after the Boston institution was whoso veins
ran—every eighth drop—African
whom the children, and I do believe, the very
“Can you cure her?”
organized, through the efforts of the lion. Win. blood, was
brought into the house as an atdumb cuttle, loved. Her flowers, trees, birds
illiw. tmuthoi* U’tlS ilktollliGliml in
of
“1 think I can,”
tendant. Fifteen years of age, of slight but
and sunshine always seemed the brightest in
••neaven mesa you, woctor uray:
ion iii this State, known us the ‘•Institution for Savings
Rosebank. Everything she did, looked and have 1 il'ted a weight from my heart. When for the town of Portland and its vicinity,” being faultless figure, and graceful carriage, with
thus the third or fourth in this country. It com- the bloom of her rich blood jus! shadin'?
said, was refined into something rarer than will you come again?”
menced business with the most
success
through the olive of her radiant countenance,
common.
Iler bread, meats, pastry, were
“In a day or two. I have left no medi- under the presidency of lion. flattering
Prentiss Mellon, but little loss could
have been expected than
cine. I must stud}' her case fui thcr. (food assisted by his association trustees, Parris,
always better than any 1 tasted elsewhere.
The only marvel was that Lurline .Star- evening, madam.”
Whitman, Preble, Longfellow, Southgate, Potter, that Adams should have early marked her
for his prey, and at once set about the ac“Dear me,how mysterious!” muttered poor Swan, Fox and Davis. Mr. Willis was secretary.
bright had lived to be nineteen and had
Its flourishing career lasted until 1S3S, when on complishment of her ruin.
In a few months
never been to llosebank before.
when
lie had gone; “I am afraid account of the nature of its
We all aunt Attie,
investments, it became
wondered what the gay, fashionable, beauti- it’s hereditary whatever it is,” and she went unable to meet its engagements, and failure ensued. this was ellected.
Madam’s rage was boundless. She sprang
ful young creature would think of aunt Attic, in the parlor, hairline sat in a
rcvcry. She Litigation followed, and the bank was finally wound
the poor victim before her, as the
and tried in numberless ways to lind out.
had let all her curls down, and they iloated up under a decree in chancery. Thus ended the upon
first
in Maine.
The' second effort was vicious tigress would upon the destroyer of
Somehow, after she came from her city over neck and shoulders, lifted by the soft that effort
of
the
Saco
and
Biddeford Savings of her cubs, and but for the timely interferhome, we fancied there was a shadow on summer breeze.
Bank, of Saco, which was organized in is-jt, ence of others, who were attracted
by the
aunt Attic’s face—that her laugh was not so
“Well, dear,” said aunt Attic, as she bus- and has over maintained its character as a perfectclear. When we asked after her niece, she tled about, “what do you think of our doc- ly safe depository of the poor man's earnings. Few shrieks of the girl, would have maimed her
She was at once banished from the
losses have been suffered, although it passed through for life.
tor ?”
always said:
the same disastrous period that proved so fatal to house, and Adams followed
shortly after. It
“Doctor—what doctor?” asked luirliue, the Portland Institution.
“Eurly is not very well; she came out
was no crime against the
girl, in Madam’s
here to get rested, liy and by, 1 hope she lifting her mournlul eyes.
the
the
year
new
During
past
following
Savings estimation. It was one
against herself, howwill come among you. She plays and sings
“My child, he was here to-night—you have banks have commenced business under charters
granted by the last Legislature, viz.. Brewer, ever, which she could not and would not
sweetly, and 1 do want to see the color in been talking with him.”
Machias, Penobscot at Bangor. forgive; but it was the last, as well as the
her cheeks, poor child !”
“Oh, yes ! Was that the doctor?” and her Bridgton, Kastport,
“I’ll bet she’s been crossed in love,” said face took on more vivacity of expression. “1 Skowhegan. Solon, Waterville and West Water- first, wayward step in the life of the real
ville, making the present number in the State sufferer, who,
to-day, in the heart of the
Mainly White, who was not over choice in had rpiite forgotten who had been here, thirty-seven:
great metropolis, is making atonement in
her language, and some way we all came to lias lie a
Gross amount of deposits
$ 10,839,955
large practice ?”
honest labor for the support of herself and
that conclusion.
“The only physician here,” was the reply. Number of depositors, 39,52?
The amount of deposits reported last
the offspring of her love, one of the most
Rut to my story.
“I wonder if you’ll mind, aunty, it 1 go to
year
$8,032,240 71 beautiful and bright boys to be found in a
“l)r. drav,” cried a clear, cheerful voice bed. 1 feel so tired.”
The amount (or 1807
5,508,000 25
an increase (or the last year
2,807,708 55 year’s travel.
one morning.
“No, dear, you’re to do just, as you please Showing
two years
Adams still continued in tin- path of crime.
5,241,355 00
The doctor stopped old “President”—a while you are with me.”
which is very nearly loo per cent, abovo the amount at
The robbery of the Concord Bank of Mass. ;
that
time.
old
horse
iie
too—and
looked
was,
grand
“Aunty, how kind you are to me!" she
No losses have occurred during the last two years. the Amcnia Bank of Duchess County, New
out.
Aunt Attic stood at one of the bed- said, in her low, plaintive voice. “1 don’t
The average amount of deposits to each depositor York; the Wolfboro' Bank of New Hamproom windows; she seemed anxious.
deserve that you should be so kind.”
is $274.24.
shire; the theft of F. S. Treasury bonds;
The cottage, standing back among lilac
“Hear the child!” laughed aunt Attie.
The
amount of National bank capital
the robbery of the F. S. mail in Maine, and a
bushes and morning glories and flowering “Why bless your heart, my darling, why in this aggregate
Stale is $9,085,000, and of the State hank
vines, was indulging in its usual bath of shouldn’t 1 be?” She arose from her chair 445,000, making a grand aggregate of $0,530,000, hundred other crimes intermixed, ending
with his more recent and last exploit, the
so that the present amount of Savings hank desunshine. The hearts of the luscious flowers and kissed her niece on the forehead.
and earnings on hand, in the several institu- robbery of the Lime Koek Bank, ali attest
seemed glad as the soft warmth Hushed their
Three nights afterward, Doctor (fray call- posits
tutions of the State, exreed the entire hank capital his
red and purple blossoms. The air was all ed again, and again 1.inline received him insuperiority as a thief and burglar of the
by $1,300,955.
first class.
redolent of country fragrance ; young clover, differently.
The nature of the investments made by the
1 ho ending Ims conic at last. Justice in
Oil being left alone with her, the doctor several institutions will appear in the annexed
reddening at the first breath of dune, among
The ileeree
the short grasses; here and there a rose set his lips together. The decisive moment schedule. The following summary presents the our State has tieen vindicated.
has been pronounced. Never did it overtake
aggregates at a glance :
bursting out of budhood, shining and blush- had conic, and it required no ordinary cour- Untied
States securities
$1,755,774 83 a malefactor more righteously, than in this
ing, while the gum of the spruce trees, iell age to save her. He laid his hand on her State, county and municipal securities
2,325,040 20 instance.
like amber tears down the smooth straight arm—a light touch ; but she almost
Langdou \V. Moore, alias Charley
securities
Corporation
558,585 12
sprang Ural estate
trunks of the pines, contributing their share from her chair.
217,754 08 Adams, goes to the narrow cell ot his living
Corporation Stocks
530,854 15 tomb, with seven long years before him for
of spicy aroma to make glad the young sea“My young friend,” he said calmly, al- Mortgages of real estate
2,428,703 73
which is to lie hoped may he
son coyly approaching.
most solemnly, “1 am going to speak to you Notes secured bv collaterals
1,727,030 40 penitence,
Notes secured by indorsers and sureties
812,078 22 sincere, and for reileelion which, in the
“Hood morning, aunt Attic,” said the doc- as a professional man. IIow long since
you
358,070 80 interest of human
progress, it is to be hoped,
Miscellaneous, sales, etc.
tor; “line day. isn't it? Your garden is as contracted the habit?”
2,341 73
may lead to it. Seven gloomy years for the
She grew scarlet, then white as death, bit
fragrant and beautiful as ever.”
$10,830,055 25 memories and the gliosis of his misdeeds to
"Then come into the parlor, if you can her lips. Her breath came quicker, but her
Regarding Savings banks as legitimately what pass in dreary proeessi.m before him, with
wait, and look at if from there, I’ve some- eyes drooped guiltily.
their title imports, there is most potent objection here and there a
terribly injured fare looking
“To what do you refer, sir?” she asked, to making the deposits any further taxable than
thing to speak to you about.”
from the long and sombre line, and above
I've got to go up to Linton's. 11 is daugh- with haughty voice and manner.
they are already under the law of municipal taxa- up
all others, one surpassingly beautiful in the
ter is just about, going.
If it will do as well
"The habit of opium eating, Miss Lurline.” tion. The fund is but an accumulation of about
40,000 small sums belonging to as many different delicious and dreamy days of her past, but
I’ll stop as 1 come back.”
She fairly lightened in her sudden wrath,
persons, which they have intrusted to a common now grown weary with the
great burden and
“Oh, certainly; poor Mrs. Linton! How as she confronted him again ; but she met a depository to keep
and manage. As a general
sorrow of an unrequited love,
sad it is—she is the fourth child, and now she
carrying the
so full of
this fund has been the earnings and savings
of
that
her
thing
reproof,
pity,
glance
fruits ot her shame and his forever onward
must go.”
false courage gave way. Her head drooped, of the poor laborers of both sexes, it would be no
doctrine that any such fund to the silent tomb.
very
[Boston Times.
said the <loetor, ami her hands were
les, it s very sail,
clasped over her eyes, and shouldunpalatatablc
be excused from the charge of taxes the
touched old President.
she burst into a passion of tears.
same as the first $1,000of income is exempt
The murderous assault upon Mr .I esse h.
by tin.*
Then aunt Attic bustled into the room,
“You are no gentleman to charge me thus National act from the tax on incomes. Nothing is
in New Haven, Conn., on Saturday,
where her niece was getting ready for break- —to come upon me unawares,” she sobbed more conduche to the virtues of economy, tem- Savage,
to have been one of the most diaboliproves
and
than
this
kind’
of
fast.
perance
deindustry,
indignantly; “1 never asked you to come—I posit which is felt by tlu* ownervery
to'be constantly cal attempts at murder ever perpetrated in
“I thought I heard you talking with some- never sent for
you. 1 don’t wish your ad- working out of him, in its quiet way, a present New England. It appears,
according to the
body,” said the girl, laughingly.
vice,” and again her voice was choked with support or a future prospect in life. Subject that New Haven Journal and
Courier, that Kev.
“Yes, Lurly, an old friend, flow do you tears.
fund, however, to the action of the assessor to doom Mr Branch,
pastor of the Reformed Church,
feel this morning
half its earnings to the tax-gatherer, and at
"i should not l>o
doing my duty to my one
once the fund will he removed, and in a large ma- in passing the olllce of l)r Nieoll, discovered
“As miserable as ever,”
the
God
or
to
if
I
hold
lie
sighed
young
you,
my peace.”
of eases be spent, dissipated or lost. It is a man leaning against the fence post whom
creature, the white lids drooping over the went on in the same solemn voice, and there jority
felt that thus an incalculable injury would be suf- ho supposed to be intoxicated.
As he drew
blue
was reproof in it: “You are
great
eyes.
young; you fered by the community at large, while little would nearer to him, he asked Mr Branch to help
Aunt Attic went down stairs perplexed. move in
society where elegance and luxury be left, for the tax authorities to control.
him home, to which he assented, asking him
The doctor was at the door.
are in the ascendent.
ok the Savings Banks in Maine.
You have a tine vig- Pitouni
at the same time if he was in jured, to which
“AH over," lie said in a quiet, softened orous constitution.
Amount
No,
Avon it
What, with all your adSavage replied, “I have been robbed,” and
i^No.
tone ; “the child has
Depositors.
Deposits.
Deposit
in
a
world
so
gone home.”
vantages, your pleasures,
gay, 1851
then spoke aosiin. and said, “I’m murdered ;
“Toor mother!" sighed aunt Attic, her eyes could induce
$1,520,270
this
hahitP”
form
to
you
1852
11,833
1,875,150
$158 i
they’ve cut mv throat." Mr Branch then nofull of tears.
“Hccauso t am dissatisfied with all the 1853
2,541,475
ticed that blood was flowing from the man’s
“And vital did you want of me ?”
1851
198
18,505
3,572,075
world,” was her passionate reply. “I am 1855
throat. Medical assistance was immediatelv
182
18,308
3,335,828
“To ta k about my brother’s child.”
sick of life. I am weary of dressing, danc- 1855
18
205
10,185
3,945,433
summoned, and Mr Savage, though weak
the
20
“Alt,
213
25,107
5,598,500
young lady,” and there was just ing and smiling. They are all false—I have 185.
from the loss of blood, related that he was
35
i860
30.527
10 490,358
255
the suspicion of a Hush in the doctor’s cheek. seen
nothing true in my life—nothing real.
returning home from the boat, upon which
He was thirty and unmarried.
1 despise hollow friendship. For all this 1
he had come from New York, and was pass“Site worries me,” said aunt
Attic, her grew dispirited, nervous, till—till—.”
A letter from Toronto in the New York ing through a narrow, dark street, when two
voice full of genuine distress.
“She mopes,
“I see it all,” said the doctor,
pityingly, Sun gives a summary of the feeling in Cana- men passed him, and almost immediately afis unhappy 1 believe, and has no
appetite.” for it was sad to hear from the lips of one so da in regard to annexation and the question ter a third came up to him from behind, seiz“(>h, something we shouldn’t meddle young: “All is vanity and vexation of
spir- of the lisherics. The rigid enforcement of ed and cut him with a knife across the throat,
with,” laughed the doctor, a little
nervously. its.”
the laws for the protection of the latter will and that the other two stepped up at the
1
“Nonsense; know what you mean—but
It was a terrible exhibition of Pleasure’s be
supported until the United States remove same time and seized his arms. He was
it isn’t that—no indeed.
I am afraid it’s dis- boasted
triumphs—her poor votary, wearied, some of the restrictions placed upon Domin- then thrown to the ground and his pockets
and
still she won’t have a doctor. You
ease,
haggard and wretched, craving a talse ex- ion commerce at the time of the abrogation rilled ot their contents. They took from his
ilon t know how it distresses mo tit have her citement
that only led her feet to walk on of the
reciprocity, which are still in force. pocket $1520 in money which he had on Satsleep so heavily in the morning, looking like burning coals.
Still there is no retaliatory disposition, and it urday afternoon drawn from the bank in New
a corpse, almost.
It’s really sad, and she so
make
“It does not
you happy,” he said.
is generally believed that the present attitude York. Upon examination of the wounded
young. It appears to me that she don’t take
“Happy!” and there was a mocking echo of the Government in refusing permission to man it was found that the robbers had inflictan interest in
in her voice. She caught the expression of American vessels to obtain
anything,”
supplies at the oil two severe gashes across Ins throat, one
“Well, what do you propose to do?”
his
and her mood changed. She lookseaport towns is much too stringent. At all of which came within a sixteenth of an inch
“1 propose that you shall see her of course. ed eyes,
unlovely, hard, cold, cruel; but this was events, the strict enforcement of the laws, of the jugular vein. A slight cut was found
Hut it must be done out ol the
regular rout- also false, and could not last. In a moment while adding little to the revenues of the in the back of the neck, and three
ine way. You must call this
evening like tin: hot tears were falling, and her voice, Dominion, is injuring the trade of the lower wounds were found in the upper part ofslight
one
any ordinary visitor. I’m really afraid if 1 weary and passionless, groaned out the
provinces, and tends to widen the breach be- of his arms. Upon removing Ids clothing it
don’t do something, she’ll die on my hands. words:
tween the island provinces and the Dominion. was ascertained that he had also received
1 love her too well to see her fade
“Oh, l wish 1 was dead.”
away,
The increasing dislike to confederation in the five stabs in the abdomen, two id' which were
dear little
and
her
voice linLurly!”
“A strange wish,” he said slowly, “for island
occasionally finds expression in spite very dangerous. From all evidence attainon
her
name
gered
“I don’t one that knows that not one
tenderly.
purpose of her ot measures to subdue it; and if the Domin- able. it would appear that Mr. Savage had
like
of
the
any
family as I do her. soul is fit for the eyes of her Maker.”
ion authorities continue to enforce the fishery made a most desperate struggle with the
lhlle is haughty, Minnie a
“You are harsh, sir. Why do you preach laws the two little
butterlly, but
gulf provinces will be three villains, who, for a few hundred dolLurly was always a tender, loving thing. to me ?” she asked, her whole nature roused.
obliged to drift to the American Union. There lars, sought ids life. At last accounts the
.She’s more of a violet than a rose. Will
ho
“1
am
truo,”
you
continued, that same is a growing feeling of estrangement be- wounded man was in a most critical condionly
come ?”
look in his face that called up the blushes to tween the colonies and the mother
I he doctor was a handsome man and ad- her
country, tion, though it is possible that his strong
are
“You
cheek.
steeping your life in which is universal from Australia to Canada. physical powers may carry him through and
mired beauty.
lie had seen Lurline but crime,
the
beautiful gifts that God Since the Whittaker affair in Quebec, about ward off a fatal result. As
degrading
yet the perpetraonce—then it appeared to him that her face has
given you, inviting remorse and misery. three years ago, the Canadian people have tors of the crime have not been detected.
was that of an
angel.
You cannot find happiness, my poor child, in refused to associate with men connected with
“Of course I’ll come,” he said
Miss Fanny Moore of Augusta is to be put
rising—“I any of these things. Tt is the gift of God, the British army, and were not sorry to see
should like to study this rare case. A
young and you must ask it of him only.”
the red-coats leave when the mother country forward as a candidate for the office of regisof
wealth and fashion flitting to the
lady
Iler face was hidden from him, but the withdrew them. A
party in England, even, ter of deeds for Kennebec County, which
country after a round of dissipation, and °
get- proud heart was touched, molted into contri- is gaining strength whose policy is to cut the place she has for some time past virtually
ting u|) strength for another season—”
tion.
colonies adrift altogether. One of the hard and acceptably tilled.
“Now, stop, doctor, don’t he sarcastic. If
“I am going. Miss Lurlinc; forgive me if
which have created a feeling of reyou saw her and knew her as well as I do I have pained you. God knows it was hard bargains
Old Dan tucker is no more. lie was a
sentment in Canada, which it is said will unwould
feel
as
much
you
interested in her to do. Good night.”
doubtedly lead to alienation from England Chattanooga negro, and attempted rape on a
welfare.”
“Stop!”
and ultimate annexation to the United States, little girl. A party of citizens interviewed
“Possibly more so,” thought the doctor to
him.
It was the voice of command.
was the Hudson Bay
Territory affair, a terand
took
himself,
up his hat, conscious that
Lurlinc had thrown her hair back, and
which by right
to
ritory
Canada,
A man in Vermont has succeeded in makIns sarcasm had partly vailed other
belonged
feelings. now stood upright.
for nineteen-twentieths of which Her
Majesty ing a folding globe. It is hollow, and can
Evening came, and aunt Attic had wiled
“I want to say something. I want to tell
charged the Dominion $1,500,000. Altogether be shut up and carried in a small space.
her beautiful niece into the parlor. In the
you that 1 think you are the noblest man 1 Canada is simmering and
gravitating hither- Much integrity is displayed in the construcsweet face of the girl one could read mint- ever saw.”
wards slowly but progressively.
tion.
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the urgency of providing ample
storage for the
rain tall on buildings, so as to equalize tile distribution ol tlie same over that period otten, as in tin*
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WILD WOMAN

INI any years ago, in the Dominion of Camilla. lived a taniily ot well-to-do French
people, who immigrated hither in the ytar
1S57. A fair young llower was the dark
eyed Celia, and her three sturdy hrotlu rwere jealous ot the man who
might in future
years secure the budding rose full blown,
and break the chain of happy hearts around
the social hearth. Time
passed. The war
and its rewards had called the brothers from
their home; the father, allured
by tho re
'yards which smuggling presented at the
time, and which was
engaged into such an
extent on the lake shore in the
years 18(il-it|,
had turned his honest fish boat into a darksailed smuggling craft. Celia, tlattered bv
the commoners and
recognized by the
loot” on account of her grace and
beauty, all
unconscious of the lawless father and tinfate of the three warrior brothers, lauf-lcd
on, all heedless of what was in store for her
—becoming vain, careless and fond of dress
Vanity i< always the thin ice of destruction,
and in Celia’s case it proved no exception,
file spoiler was on the watch; lie recited to
the daughter the story of her father’s crimes,
her brothers' death in Southern prisons, and
ended with the fairest proposal of marriage
In her terrible despondency, caused bv these
horrid revelations, the
girl Celia accepted
the proposals of her destroyer, in the reck
lesuess ot her despair. Shortly after one ot
her brothers returned from the war, alive and
well as ever, and through his instrumental!)'
the real character ot the villain was discover
od and made known in his sister. Knowing
the disgrace and degredatiou into whi -li she
laden, her reason began gradually t"
tail her, ami in a short time -he disappeared
from lie neighborhood, no one knew whither.
1 hiring the fall of lSiC., some two years
after ‘he disappearance of the Frenchman's
daughter, two hunters from the township of
White 'took discovered in a wil 1 and unten
anted forest the footprints of a human bci ig.
nail

bare-footed and alone. Their curiosity was
at once aroused, and by the aid of
dogs, alba1
a chase of
eighteen hours,th -y succeeded in a
view of the object of their pursuit.
N'-u.-r
they approached, tint form becoming m
palpable at every step, when the ohjeri.
hearing the approach, turning full upo..
them in ill its horrid semblances of the humanity jt was not. Revolting and hideonwas its appearance, the hunters
rceogni/'-it
through all the ghoul-like aspects the pers..
of a temale lunatic!
The dark, wild, insane
eyes; the matted and tangled hair: lie
shreds of lilthy covering: the scarred and
festering skeleton form—all told of reason
lost, ot a life wrecked, of a soul which had
perished. With a scream wild and unearthly she gathered a bundle from the ground,
llung il across her shoulders, and disappear
ed with the swiftness of the wind. The
people ot tile in igiiborhood vv. re ,i -..us..!
the excitement ran high, and long into the
early part of the winter hunting parties wenscouring the woods in search of the lunatic
woman.
At last she was captured, just over
the line in Sanilac County, and taken to the
common jail,
l’eople gathered in crowds to
see this strange phenomenon.
Tin bundle
which she was always seen to he carrying
while on her (lights in the forest was opened
to the public gaze, and there—oh horrors
lay the skull and skeleton of an infant -her
babe which she had carried through all her
tedious marches by night and by day for to •
long years and more. She was an iunnate of
tlie jail during the whole of the winter and
the following summer. The only service
which she rendered at the time was knitting,
at which sic was an expert. There are linin'
yet who recollect the “old crazy woman
and but few who saw her will believe uwhen we state that her age, instead of being
from fifty to sixty, as it really seemed, unless than thirty years. At times she would
number over a list of names, which th jail,
would hurriedly tak down as nearly as p
sihlein their jumbled state, and then iiupliry
would be instituted and letters written to iii
pans, but all to no purpose. Her name and
history remained a sealed volume, flic following autumn, however, she took advan
tage id’the liberty allowed her- -wandered
folaway, and was never heard of more,
lowing some ignis fatnus of her unsettled
brain, she di< d, perhaps alone, unknown,
with on’v the wild beasts to listen to her ex
piling erics. And thi- was Celia. The lost
link in this chain of circumstances was onlv
discovered a short time since, and the writ,
of this articli is one of tin only three who
knew the real facts. There may he some
slight errors in the dates above given a false
name has been given the subject,
and the
picture may he slightly colored, Imt in the
main the details are correct and the state
incuts facts
1’hc brother above alluded iyet alive, an orphan, sullen in his dcsperalc
purpose of wreaking his vengeance, and the
tragedy may be but half tide
The following scandal about Louis Napo
Icon, anil 11is outside love, conn--; In- ralde
despatch to the Associated Press What
next ?
SCAXIIAl.— X.W'ill.KuX’s
in

AMlUU
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MU;

ta;m:.

The Republican Governmental commisMon
which has hecn eiiargeil with the examination of the private correspondence of the I an
peror Napoleon, has mtnle a brilliant lieoverv
of some letters tieil lip with a iu
eoloreil ribbon anil enclosed in a riske!.
These letters are tin proilnelion of -thev are
at all events, signed by- Marguerite llellan
I'hat a light-conducted woman shonbl
per.
write the warmest of warm letters to an I
peror, shonbl she obtain the slightest eh n;
to ilo so, is natural enough, but that tie I.
peror slniuhl keep ami retain her missivi
If it be true it atl'm-.l
seems very absunl.
hope that emperors are only mortals alb ill,
anil that one of them appears, in all prob
I
bility, “great in the eyes of his \alet
Paris public m taking this peep beb. el tieimperial curtain iliseovereil not onK wha1
■

most

people

were

already

aware

m

thai

the Thinl lunl the bad taste to pn
fer tin1 thin plain daughter of a titan■ ■hi-eu-■
(washerwoman) to the beautiful Kugenii
but also to assume and take all the m,md.nl.
of which his poor innocent subji els wem
hitherto kept in the dark, almost openly.
This imperial mistress, as alleged, M r
gucrite, informs “Mon ('her Seigneur," in m e
of the letters, that his name will t ot perish,
and asks him what is to be done when lb’
semi-imperial infant should make its |,o« : <
the great world. This was a knotty point
It troubled the brains of the great men ot tin
palace ofthe Tuileries. The ('uni t l’residi ni,
Monsieur lfcviennc, undertook the solutii
id the ease.
Having laid aside his jiidieia1
robes, he appeared as a plain man t business, and persuaded the unmarried tie ilier In
exchange with him a document, legally
drawn up, to which it was -el forth that tininfant was not a lineal descendant of Nape
In consideration ot
Icon, nor his child.
these acts M. Devienne gave deeds securing
to Marguerite Hellanger a splendid proper) \

Napoleon

at

Mottehy.

HOW

THE SPANIARDS USE

CUBAN WO

MEN.

Ovt. (>.
Havana I'unvdetails of the shocking treat
ment ofl’uban ladies liv the Spaniards
that city. On the dad nit., twenty prisoner-,
all women and children, reached'Havana !.\
railway and were led from the depot to the
female prison under guard and all tie,I
I he children,
only live and six years old. 1 >■
ing tightly pinioned hy the arms. At the
head of the sad procession marched two handsome young ladies of 18 years, both hand
culled. One was the daughter-in-law ot
President Cespedes, the other was the
daughter of General I'igueredo recently gar
ruled at Santiago. Tim ladies were all members of the best families of the Island
As
the unfortunate creatures passed through the
streets the Spanish mob jeered and threatened them and in some instances attempted
violence.
New
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The Richmond Whig says:
\ lAl'KlM ri«»\ riJOM I’AltlS TO KOYK.
One
Torus, Oct. 0.
standing on the banks of the .James
w
M i\, <«t Paris, formerly of New yesterday, and witnessing the waters, though
THURSDAY, OCTOBER la, 1870.
I Wm W U< \ nolds, of New York, fur- dill thick with mud and darkly discolored,
nut Mt their Crip In a balloon
accustomed
channel,
nearly back in their
''
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it pla. <• they N 11 at the same time
•ould faintly realize the feeling of old father
»<
! >ilt balloons having risen at 11
—BY—
came ont of the ark and behold
as
lie
Noah,
1
i>t iv
When about SOO yards
linn..
H. SIMPSON,
WILLIAM
I he desolation which forty days of deluge
■!
d iw.o, the balloon remaining stal'iu>-i:m camp. Musketry was had brought upon the land. The scene, while
EDITOR ANI> PROPRIETOR.
•••it. :t> also cannon, the
partly dis- delving description, was not like that which
Si isscicii*nos Terms. In advance,
a year;
w hi/. of. the balls.
anug ih<
The Pru»and sickens the beholder who stands , irilhin the year, $‘>.50; at the expiration ot the year,
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in
t»ring thereby to set tire to appals
13.00.
blood
battle
field
the
after
a
the
im
day
n
Icdlast was thrown out ami the balAi»vertisixg Terms. For one square. (one inch ot
_n i\ :«\\.t\.
1 >uring the trip, which bought victory, because, amid the gloom and , ength in column.) $1/35 for three weeks, and 25 cents
-hi». s, \t
,1 attempts were made i*»
desolation, destruction and sutiering which or each subsequent insertion. A traction ot a square
»•
presence tiftlie Prussian* in the viein- everywhere met his eyes, there was no loss 1 lmrged as a lull one.
;
party t.» throw out ballast and >f human life to deplore, no wives had been
ii time. They tiually landed at Hove,
Administrators, Executors and Uuardians demade widows, no children orphans, no mothIring their advertisements published in the Journal,
ivpartment of the Somiue. where they were
■rs
vill
Rut
from
the
wreck
sonless.
i
please so state to the Court.
of
if,
u ndv 1 \ tl
on
aeeount
being
viewing
people
I
:.»S1
>f Mayo’s bridge, the vast heaps of ruined
-in of (ianibetta's balloon
n
Fridiv. wliicli landed at Mont fertilizers, the cords of
damaged goods, the SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of papers
ware joined
d i;i,• \
by (iambetta at rusted
ihauged, must state the l*ost Office to which the paper
machinery, the slackened lime, and ms
continued their journey by
wo.
been sent as well as to which it is to go.
join i'• Tours.
Along the route die multitude of other conspicuous items of
loss all along the track of the Hood, he turn.ihii' .-licallv welcomed by the
wi re to have left Paris two
ed his steps towards Rocketts, Buteliertown
M. Pettkngill & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
\\
; u prevented bv lack of wind,
Agents
and the valley, he beheld there instead of the md 37 Park Row, New York,are our authorized
no It
mi dd** report that the Parisians
or procuring subscriptions and lorwardiug advertisen
ii ih
iKTciice of the city, which is dove with an olive branch, gaunt, grim-vis- uents.
R. Nii.es, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
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P i* impossible tor the Prus- aged Want.
is authorized to receive advertisements tor this
Paris \ccpt through famine. The
There dwell the humble and the ignorant, Boston,
japer.
: I’ in' i' much as usual.
The shops
C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an authorwho, through years of toil and privation,
i"-ii daily. Imt close earlier than hezed agent ol this paper.
I ii
(»arde Nationale are eonstant- manage usually in some way or other to col4Npi>Ko. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York,
l O
lull of tight to the last. Louis lect around them plain furniture, little com- .vill receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest
Their orders will always receive promt atten!n r ja 'ous of distinction came fort, and modest
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ion.
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Ttu Xmericans in Paris selves yet all the world to them, because
they 4HP*Houa< k Dodd. 131, Washington Street, Boston, is
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Messrs May and Reynold*. are their all of
wealth. Then their houses in authorized Ageut for the Journal.
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private property, and were eonin the main frail structures, which, while
M
It \i!li.»t. a French marine otticer, are
and skill ar« much praio-d.
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Paris.
The AmcrP ms brought had here
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The means that the subscription is paid to that date. When
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business community, in estimating its wealth,
new payment is made, the date will be immediately
to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
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always leave them out of account, and yet changed
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested
1 !;• »M Mil/.
their aggregate substance amounts to a round [o tor ward the sums due.
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Tribune Ik*Tori' Met/. on sum when listed. Many of these unfortunate
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people yesterday morning had

.iIt*■ noon ul one o’eloek
attempt to break through
11tin ii* :ii tin* direction ofThionin'- on tin? previous evening had
This
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illageoTLadonchamps

I

n. h rroin
ilit* \
I 1 i. |in Slicmx, Petites, Grand
Mi\«.
Pa/aine under rover of a
■•■,! hi' troop*, ami commenced an
of
having

1

Ladonrhumps;

iiu""ians arli'lery. In made a dash
<
iinl lopes, annihilating the
ing gr it masses of men on
V 'i. n Hi..-villages had been ocf«»r\\ rd a large body of troops
i" ilf Moselle, whieh advanced
.■
ki d b\ Prussian cannon
.f the river, and was tinally
.11 :111 \ iii
ia'two Landwehr brigades,
o'^ln «! tlfiiisclvcs greatly. The Fusii!i«- 'S||, Landwehr regiment was
mi.I
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Land whi r also siitl'ered severei.ho. th.* French were driven Imek
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ii' by a general advanee of the
ih. J.l and loth, anny eorps. There
\
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t
lighting in the villages. Von
nuimiding tin* 11Ii Landwehr di■.111d<
Tie Prussian victory was
I!
in ki 1 d and wounded was
nid :I:.■ h« a\i« -t on the Freiieh side.
at .»n! all their field
artillery and in1 oils ^t. .lulien and St. Kloy.
i'
loth and .".d Army Turps mid
in 1 i\
oie wciv • ngaged.
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the National Ihd’enec
addre-s to his eonstitlli1
i:on in ..I ( ot.
dn Nord, declining
--Clb r\
oiilideiiee in the situate
anuiis now forming, \\ liieh
'. i"
th enemies from France. He
ait- that gn at and effective armies
•
ini r *\1 and continues: ••Thanks to
o
"in
we.-k" past, two armies of
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.ni the Impes of the Paris*
who an* seeking to deliver
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witii-taud tin* invader, who ox'I
1 in- revolution found Paris
4rin- «.1 any kind.
100,000 of the
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-ni ii* are asseinhled.
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pigeons brought

i- yesterday were sent
ith dispatches from the

i'li'to accept an
iIn |" op|e ot the city.
•;-!* inu-l think lirst of
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u;i:nts.

the people that nil in*
•
Hi'lr.H laielv come into France
11:1- 1 • make contracts with
depart.\n- ti' -ii'ins ot
purchasing arms,
ni -a.- that this
cause
may
dangerous
1 Ip- \ at nnial Ml Ui III*''.
with 1' ii
i a 11 prisoners has arrived
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the National

ii.ted m ar this city trving to
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nnposure of the Chrisin Havana late Fri-

Arnviug

le- w
ill
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immediately

a

tried and

sen-

t / oVloek the next
morning.
retusei 1 to implicate any one
“< M
* v ii..*
my sell 1 have nothing to
■:
h
I have nothing to
say; I
IP t. d<l his guard that lie wished
m
him’ t > his mother. The reply
V a y.'ii hive nothing t.> leave; ail
i“
th
government.1' “lhit. my
i*
h am! hain
may I not give* that to my
oft’ln-r
No, it is the (iovernment’s.11
II
w ialloyed lo write a letter to his
m*it!n-r. which was sent to the (Jovernor of
4-ify. and i. may possibly bn delivered.
V
H i- la-1 duty performed, he
lay down
In
ami iu a moment was asleep.
r
W if u awakened
tin* notice that his hour

I

11
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tell from the hero's
soldier’s toilet; brief as if
pleasant j mrney home. He aseend-
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le* mi le
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a
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with
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■

mi'li

manly dignity; not a
no sounds, save

guards;

him.” it was too
almlv lurned his face towards his
bapps boine i twenty-three years, almost
llllder hi- eye iu tin* 4-erro, and the scene
Was «*\ «*«'.
S »t th
piivei of a libre in his
whole bum
1 10111 tin* blood of such
o| liberty
martyr- tin* tr.
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1

lips,

“save

springs.

Fveletb. accused <»f
having taken
from a r. ji'-teivd letter in the Post office
»t Tort
Fiirfield about two months since
wa- arrested at Ifoulton last week at the
instance ot the Special Mail
Agent, Win. C.
Ii unmet. F.-ip, brought to Bangor, and
by
s < ommi--ioner < ’ait, committed for trial
I
in the F
S. r.nirt on February next.
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The hall, as its name indicates, is to be raisin honor ol the noble sons of Harvard,
Flu* tariff issue is raised very
Elections were held on Tuesday in the
directly in
who fell in the late war, and by the College
ic contest in the Third
Congressional Dis- , Slates of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Iowa
Alumni.
There are seventy-eight classes,
and Nebraska. At the time ot
putting our
!
Irom 179b. of which fifty-eight
beginning
lobert. C. Schcnck. Roth of these gentlemen
paper to press, only the most meagre returns
have already contributed to the funds to be
ave been in
have
been Chairman have been received, from which it is
Congress,
impossi- used tor
carrying on the work. The largest
1 tin' Committee of Ways and Means, and I ble to
get an indication of the result. All at- amount
given
by one class is .gld,500. The
ave
reported taritV bills. Mr. Campbell's I tempts to get fuller niformalion by telegraph
oldest contributor is Horace Kinney. Ksij., of
•ill. in l.S")7, which was passed, made an av- ! have failed, in
consequence of the had workPhiladelphia, of the class of 1797. The total
rage duty upon all the articles taxed of; ing of tin1 lines in the storm.
amount given by the Alumni i. $1
Out).
ourteen per cent.
It was the* lowest aver- i
Outside contributions have swelled this
A
Novki,
Suit.
The
of
for
tariff
The
tariff ;
ge
any
Showhogan Reportsixty years
1 lie building when com•ill of (lencral Schcnck, on the contrary, av- er, m its record of Court proceedings in that sum to Sdliti.Odrt.
is to be in the form of a cross, .‘>10
pleted
rages torty-si\ per cent., or nearly four | County, has the following:
Alfred S. "Wright, v Charles 15. Jack. Trespass teet long, and 11 1 feet in width, with a cenimes as much as the law his competitor >
for seducing phis, wife and alienating her affections, tral tower 171 feet
j
ramed or assisted t<> frame. The great op- j 1’ttl. testilies that he married his
high. It is to contain a
wife in Lewiston ;
monumental
a
ball,
the
12th
of
1830.
Her
name
dining hall and theatre.
then lie-I
uvssivencss of the Selienck Republican tariff]
November,
came Aravester
Vandalia Wright, ottcii called !>v j 1 be evereises ot the occasion consisted nt
the
is
well
known
farmer,
some
ipon
tla* pet name of Van.
by
That on the ITih of Feb. j
oration and poem, The ora1st lb. plft. left Lewiston for Delaware to
It
pursue Ids music, prayer,
trong illustrations of Mr. Campbell.
vocation of teaching; that on his return in Jnlv ho tion or address was
delivered by Judge If. u\
akes forty-one pounds of wool now to bin took from the post-office at
Sabaltusville. a lascivious letter directed to his wife from this deft: that the poem by Oliver Wendell Holm.
1 ml,-1
of
salt.
In
orty pounds
18liO; he never lived with her afterwards
Liverpool
and has since the corner stone were
deposited catalogues,
wenty pounds of wool would suffice. Com- been divorced: that he confronted the deft, w ith
>ared with the purchase of axes, we lind tins letter and charged him with gnih v commerce memorial volume.-, names of committees, Ac.
with his wife. Dell, took the stand and testitied
Si\ of the Theodore Thomas Concerts are
hat fifty pomuls of wool, under the l>emo- in his own behalf; denied the letter, denied
everyand
numbered
introduced
with tie past, and the remaining
evidence
that
thing,
had
accusplft.
■ratie tariff, would buy thirty-three axes, j
ed Ids wife ot'infidelity before he left tor Delaware,
vhile now, under the Schcnck Republican and that her character was had. After the tesii- lour are to be given next week. Mr. Thomawields tbe baton with the utmost ease and
was out. the case was entered neither parly.
ariif, it will only get twenty-two.
Mr. immy
A curious ease,with a curious termination. grace, and yet with a
dignity and power that
’ampbell continues the subject, and says:
“Trike wheat. In lst*o ten bushel's of wheat After having limited so persistent D for some- holds the attention of every member of Ids
von Id buy seventy live pomuls of Shelliehl >teel;
thing that he didn't want to lind, Mr. Wright large and famous orchestra, who give to the
n Is70, under mv competitor's tariff, the farmer
abandons his victory, and is willing to call audience music,
an only buy with ten bushels of wheat
grand, stirring, soft, s:oi,
lifty-ti\e
loiiuds ot steel.
flic duly under m.v tariff was i;, things square with the
of his soul-subduing. Kadi passion has iis plav
alleged
spoiler
‘er cent, and
undi r his, 1 believe, ts or more.
awakened by the numerous and grandlv
i\Y win take wheat and cloth.
felicity. Men are queer creatures.
In 1st 10 one Inti
I red bushels of wheat bought seventy-three van's
performed selections. .Miss Melhig ac»f all-wool cloth, weighing fourteen ounces to the ;
And Unis tlio donned abandons Ils unproliiatilc
the ordiestra, and i- in luusoll a
ard, duty 21 pel* cent ; in ls70 one hundred hu>b ! tilt
companies
against the Whig A .omer and Worcester's
■Is of wheat will only buy titty-live yard* of tie ]
host.
flic piano under her hands become-,
unabridged.” [Ilangor Whig.
rune cloth,
in isilO a laborer at a dollar and a
»:ilt aday could buy, with one day’s work, eight ;
.lust as Solomon abandoned a tilt w hen lie human; it whispers, talks, laughs, sings.
md one-third yards of flannel; now. in 1S7«>, with
said ••answer not a fool,” A-.-.
As for the She loves the instrument, and bends toward
he
work,
can
day's
only buy live yard".
'•’fake the seamstress—the widow, if you please, majority question, our method of computing it. in a caressing maimer, touching it with
>f a soldier, who is somewhat skilled in that lim
majorities is the one adopted in making olli- tender hands. Her execution is wonderful,
vorkingfor liftv cents aday. In ISttO, a woman of
hat kind, with one day's wages, could buy ten rial counts ot vote- in this state.
It is
\\ itliout and her interpretations masterly
pools of (’lark’s best six-cord, two-liundred-yaiit
more
than
one
half
of
all
the
votes always more than a pleasure to listen to
1
bread; and now, in 1S70, under the present tariff, receiving
tie lias to sew two days to get the same amount of east, no candidate for (lovernor can be elect- her.
bread. So these ladies, if they had just as soon
The pretty Nillson is to carry the hearts of
ed by tin' people.
We said that in the beew two days as one to get the ten spools of thread,
Bostonians by storm on the evening ol
night to go to their husbands, and brothers, ami ginning, and we say so nmv.
weethearts and tell them t<> supper! my good*
November fourth. The price of admission
ooking competitor, (Joneral Seheiiek, and leave
m* at home.
E\-<lovernor Samuel (tony died at .Au- is not announced.
“But fellow-eiti/eus, let me call your attention
An “Emerald King” has been presented,
gusta, oil the full. He had been ill for some
! 0 some other inequalities.
< >n flannels, blankets,
mil goods, hats, and goods composed wholly of weeks, and his death was not
Mr and Mrs. Harney Williams, to every
by
unexpected.
vool, valued at not exceeding forty cents a pound,
The funeral, on the 7th, was very largely at- person visiting the lioston Theatre this
1 here is levied twenty cents; on the same goods,
alued at over forty and not exceeding sixty emits, tended, and
public demonstrations id'mourn- week.
hirty cents; and over sixty emits, and not excoedThomas Hughes, M. 1’ is to present “John
were
made.
ing
emits,
and
over
ng eighty
eightv cents,
forty cent;
to Jonathan, at Music Hall, next Tuesday
illy cents, and, in addition to said rate of duty,
hirty live per cent, ad valorem. I desire the geiiPlus, dmirual says last Sunday, seme 12a of tin- Evening. Mr.
lenian to explain to von why it is that he makes law :illit 1
Hughes is already it the citv
inn ainl zealous citizens <•!' Belfast went
hat discrimination between the different grades of
lion. N. (> ilielibori) is in (own oil biisim
ill mil till1 rs i lro:i. I amt Io:iiU*i an.I ili-positctl 7S loads
•loth
Why didn't he make it all ad valorem ? nf gravel on that truck. What do tile Belfast
connected with tin Penobscot llivei Kbl
I’his coat that I have on, and the coat that (lencral
clergymen have to nay uliout this? [Portlaml ArM-henck has on, both of them being pretty line, are
road
Piau’ii
gus.
and
the
coat
the
iceessarilyilight,
poor man, the
They say that tlit' chances nf the shovellers
aboring mail, the mechanic wears, being made of
oarse and heavy goods, would probahiv weigh
for salvation are hotter than those of the proGENERALITIES.
1 hree or four pounds, so that if
my coat weighed
one
1
>nly
pound, would L-vt off with paying only prietors of a paper date l on Monday, all the
eventy-live cents duty, while the poor man, with work of which is done on Sunday.
Tin* lishing schooner f lara D. Krictid. of ( • l«>u<e->
1 coat
weighing three pounds amt a-half. would
ter, owned by Chailes Friend, was tak« u into
>ay one dollar and seventy-live cents.
I want to
1*. E. I., on Monday, on the piv1 mow why it is that lie makes this discrimination
The President has i.-sued :t proi lamalion, Charlottetown,
Icucc that it wus violating some law or treaty.
the
man
who
wears
the
coarser
igaiiisl
goods
forbidding tin'list'of the ports of tin- United
Sell. Ella, of Stockton, sprang a leak and sank oil
States by French or l‘r lssiun cruisers, except
Portsmouth, on the 7th. All hands saved. "In
DFATH OF HON. HFNRY BUCK.
nntler restrictions similar to those in force in was an old vessel, and was from llangor for P.oston.
Hon. Henry Hack died on tlio 1st inst. at F.nropi an
with lumber.
ports during our rebellion.
Saratoga, whither lio hud gone for the bclieMr. A. K. P. William, of Xew (1 lomvster, M<
! i( ol his health.
iIn was ;i native of Hunks
We observe by an advertisement in the was passing through some woods with an a\e «»n
his shoulder. The a\e caught in the hushes in
| )ort, :md went to Charleston about tbo year Bangor Whig that the Collector of the port such a
way as to brim*- the Made of the a\e against
Sit'd.
Aft,nr remaining about onn vnar, ho has captured one bottle of perfumery which his neck and causing a severe wound, coming ven
near one of the Iarure arteries of the neck.
| rinovod
to tho piano ol bis lain vosidmoo, he proposes to sell :tt auction.
The olfenre
The editor of the Uloueesler Advertiser has tak1 lion a wilderness, and noinnionnod Hit* Inin
was smelt out, probably.
ed

j

mud knee-deep to lind their dwellings, if I
standing, wrecked in many instances beyond
THE DIFFERENCE.
permanent repair, their furniture scattered
and broken, and their stock of food swept
There was a time, in the better days <>l
away. In fact, without credit, or that left
upon which to base credit, and without a the republic, when the men who controlled
meal in advance, they had to go to work to the affairs of the nation had
a decent respect
hurriedly cleanse room enough to atlbrd them tor the.
opinions of mankind, and a wholeimmediate shelter.
tins is tin strongly drawn picture, lor wo some sense of shame which could not countesaw men, women ami children at Rocketts,
nance an outrage on the public sense of profor instance, wading knee-deep in black,
and justice. Thirty years ago, and
priety
stench giving mud, whose, faces showed that
even at a much later date, it was held to be
felt
the
nature
of
their
lossirreparable
they
es.
And then at least twenty families in improper and indecent for those who held
this unfortunate locality alone had their public
positions of emolument and trust to
houses and contents swept away by the flood, make of
themselves noisy and brawling poliand yesterday saw only bare grounds, where
ticians.
It was respect for this wholesome
threo days before they boasted what they
called homes. Words are not adequate to sentiment which led Daniel Webster, then
the task of picturing the desolation and ruin Secretary of State in the Harrison Cabinet,
which have occurred among the poorer
to address to Thomas loving the following
people living in the submerged districts. ITn
icss the eh -ituble give them immediate as- letter, by direction of the President
sistance there must lie great suffering among
l)ncART.MUKT or St v i i:, {
March in, lsti. \
them.
The loss in Page county is estimated at J’o run IIov. Thomas Ewinu
87oO,iiOO, and it may be more. The number
Secretary of the Treasury:
of lives lost cannot be ascertained. Several
Sin: The President is of opinion that it i-, a "rear
dead bodies have been picked up, but not yet ilnise to bring the patronage of the. (tenoral (iovinto conflict with tile freedom of elections;
recognized, (ireat want and destitution ex- M'nment
ist among persons who, but a few days ago, ind that this abuse ought to be corrected wherever
it may have been permitted to exist, and to be prewere
in atHuent circumstances, and it is vented for the future.
He therefore directs that information lie given to
hoped that something may he done for the
ill the officers and agents in your department of
sufferers quickly.
he
public service, that partisan interference in
A Mr. Jennings, who is the miller at Rio,
popular elections, whether of State officers or otbin Thursday night awoke and found the wa•ers of this Government, and for whomsoever, or
ter fast taking possession of his home, and
rguinst whomsoever it may he exercised, or tinset
to
work
to
rescue
his
wife payment of any contribution or assessment >n salimmediately
ind children from the destroying element. ines, or official compensation for party or election
will he regarded by him as a cause of
I’aking his wife and youngest child, he purposes
removal.
sought to reach the land by wading, instructis
It
not intended that any officer shall he reing his two other children to follow. Fear- drained in tile free and proper expression and
ful of the impending danger, the children did maintenance of liis opinions respecting public men
not heed the admonition of the father; and >r public measures, or in the exercise, to the fullest
after reaching the land with his wife and legree, of the constitutional right of suffrage, lint
employed under the Government, and
child he turned only to see Ids house and the fiersous
[laid for their services out of the public Treasury. 1 mr bnsinnss on tbo west bank of tbo
remaining children swept onward with the ire not expected to take an active or officious part
rushing waters. The rise of the river was in attempts to influence the minds or voles of \ aceauiaw river. Opening a small store,
then at the rate of about ten feet in twenty itle.Ts; such conduct being deemed inconsistent l in exchanged goods lor binibor, which bo
with the spirit of the constitution and the duties
minutes, and few of the inhabitants of tins if public agents
hipped to Charleston.
acting under it; and the 1're.sideut
little village were able, to escape. Mrs. is resolved, so far as depends upon him. that while
His keen bn anns.s loro ighl. taught bint
the
of
the
the
of
one
of
the
shared
exercise
elective
wife
franchise,
(he
millers,
Wisley,
by
pcoplt*
the same fate of the two children of Mr. Jen- shall he free from undue influences of official sin- 1 bat bo lout found a, favorable location tor
lion and authority, opinion shall also lie frnlie establishment ot mill and lie- nianulanings, being carried off in their house.
among the officers and agentsofttie Government.
A correspondent of the Richmond Whig \
I have the honor to lie sir. your obedient ser- l nro ot lumber.
About the year is td bo
Da'nXKI. WKIiSTRIi.
writing from Fluvanna enmity, gives the fol- (ant.
mill a sii'.tin-mil 1 and began tin'
sawing and
lowing :
Those days are no more. With the lapse
ihipping of bard pine lumber. At first i|
The house at the ferry, where the James
both of time anil party virtue, the mantle o!
vent mostly to the North, but bo afterward s
and Rivamia come together, which has withstood the floods of almost a century, was car- Harrison lias fallen upon the shoulders ol 'hipped
largely to Ibe West Indies and South
ried off. The ferryman—a colored man—and Grant, anil Hamilton Fish oceupies, but tines
America. About ls:',s the plane of bis resi
his wife remained in the house until the wa- not
till, the chair of Webster. Grant declar- lenee was named
Hueksville, in his honor;
ter rose to the eaves, without any means of
eil in bis inaugural address that he should
post oilier was also eslaldisbed, and Mr
escape. For the purpose ot rescuing them,
Mr. lhivis, Mr Fuqua and young Agee pro- endeavor so secure "free religious and polit- [Sunk
appointed Host master, lie soon estabcured a boat and went to the house, but the ical opinion, in every part of our common
i dled a ten lucrative business, which incolored people refused to get in a boat. On recountry, without regard to local prejudices.”
turning to the shore the boat was forced In the face of this declaration, made with the avased from year to year, until at one time
in bad three steam mills in successful
the
eurent
a
tree and upset.
by
against
opera
Young Agee attempted to swim to the shore, oath of office fresh from his lips, Mr. Grant ioil, shipping yearly seven or eight million
and had nearly reached it, wlnm he sank to is now engaged in suppressing the exercise
net ol lumber.
\t bis do alb Hueksville was
rise no more.
Davis and Fuqua clung to a of free
political opinion in Missouri, and in ■xperting in .re. in
tree which they had reached, and supposed
money value, than any
letters to his office-holders there that
ilber city or town in South < ’arolina,
they were safe, as did those who witnessed writing
except
the scene, but the water continued to rise they are expected to take a certain course.
lie bad invested in lands, mills,
’barlestou.
The
York
it
New
Tribune
and
soon
the
a
few
was
evident that
very fast,
days ago had umber and buildings,
reserving to t be busi
water would cover the. tree or wash it up. the
following—
less not
less than one hundred and lilly
Tin- relatives and friends of these men who
Si. Eons, September ‘JO. A letter received t >had risked their lives so heroically to save day by Charles AV. Find, United States Internal bousand dollars.
Pwro ol bis sons eontinue
the lives of the two old negroes in the ferry Revenue Collectin' for this district, from 1‘residen!
he business.
house witnessed their perilous condition with Grant contains the following: "I regard the
Mr. I’uek was anmn^ the lirst to introduce,
the most, intense agony. It was proposed to movement headed hv Charles Seliurtz. Ilrnwn, ,y,
as similar to the Tennessee and
Virginia move- n the construction of ships, the Southern
oiler a reward to anyone who would venture
ments, intended to carry a portion of the
in a boat to go to the parties. Very soon can party over the Democrats, and thus Republiline, which is now considered iudispensilde
give the
$2000 reward was raised for any one who Democrats control. I hope you will all see vour n ship-building.
llaivng ahvavs been a
would go to their rescue, two of the Messrs. way dear to give the regular ticket your support."
industrious, persevering, reliable and
cry
Since this was made public,:several removals
Hodgson subscribing $500 cadi; lmt before
bin mess man. lie accumulaled
preparations could be made the tree was have been made in Missouri and more are dear beaded
torn up by the roots and these t wo heroic
fortune.
large
threatened. Compare this low and narrowmen and the noble youth Agee (he was but a
He was kind hearted, companionable, and
with
the
noble
minded
exsentiments
policy
boy) were swept away by the raging flood.
me of the most
hospitable of men. Hi.
The two negroes remained in the house until pressed in the Webster letter. Thai official
it was carried oil', and have not been heard act cannot fail to do incalculable harm to lours were, always open to the stranger, and
of since.
nauy from Ibis Slate will always remember
the moral sentiment of the country, by off rvitli pleasure the kindness with which
they
DEMOCRACY.
ing a premium on venality and hypoerisv.
voro
received al bis home, c-;peeiall\ il
is
Snell
the
manner in which this high-mindThe Courier-Journal holds the following
,veiny or ill.
language in relation to the Democracy, in ed successor id Washington redeems bis
During the past year be was elected for a
to
the New York Times:
response
promise to promote free political opinion
leeoinl term to Ibe South Carolina l.egislaThe New Yoik Times declares that our How mueli lie lias done for free
religion does li re.
effort to nationalize and liberalize the Demnot appear, but it may be assumed that he
ocratic elements has been attended with sunlie wa conscious of bis condition to the
dry manifestations of success; but it regards has at least expounded old-time Orthodoxy ad moment of bis life,
and talked calmly
these as mere surface indications, and thinks by a conspicuous illustration of the dorn-ine
vitli bis tamily ol Ibe time when be should
that, in spite of our preaching and teaching, of rewards and punishments.
the Bourbonism of Democracy will remain
>e
gone, giving them advice and bis blessin the ascendant, as a matter of fact, and
ng. The remains will lie taken to Huelcsthat upon all essential points it will continue
We think the amount of travel over the
i 111* for interment.
to rule the party.
railroad from this city, which is lo lie open
That our fight against ignorance and error
in a few weeks, will he much larger than is
HOW IS THIS?
and in behalf of free opinions and a national,
broad-minded and patriotic spirit has resulted generally anticipated, and predict that it will
llosTOV, M:,
Kill.
in the most sudden and surprising develop- create, some surprise.
I lei last is favorable
Miss Kll:i l\. Itarstow, school teacher ill Canton,
ment of liberalism is sutlieiently obvious. situated as a
point for a terminating road to Mass., died S:itunity from a lirnlnl assault with
stones, made
But the Times is mistaken in characterizing
In r Wednesday last, In lniirof
the travel from a large section. lief seholars, upon
gather
up
named .lames Cogswell, .leremiali
the response which we have stirred up as
and
Daniel
and doliu ('nllee. wlm have
Not
will
Keilker,
only
and
passengers from the western
and it
us
—

—

i.

waded

THE ELECTIONS.

..

superficial

politic,

gives

more

than our due when it speaks of our course as
bold and hazardous. It is never hazardous
to speak the truth, and we are
disposed to
claim no especial courage for
having made
an
earnest and industrious rather than a
bold effort to awaken and arouse that
dormant love of country in the hearts of our
fellow-citizens which disasters and oppressions have so long silenced. The. people of
the South, as a class, are plain people.
They love their country. They have not
forgotten the lessons leit by the founders of
the Government, But a party is in power
whose aim seems to have been the erasure of
all the old land-marks front the popular mind,
the obliteration of all the old law-marks from
the popular sight, the overthrow of all the
old patriotic sentiments from the popular
bosom, They have made the flag, which so
many Southern men have followed, a symbol
of persecution. They have altered the Constitution by violence and fraud, and got a
new set of sectional,
campaign, partisan
songs in place of the old, free-born, national
music. We have
simply touched the old
chord; and, lifting up the true flag in the
darkness and in the wilderness, have breathed hope into the numbed and stricken spirit
of the South by proposing that, marching to
the music of the Union, we plant it once
more upon the altars of American
liberty.

keen arrested lor murder.

Miss Itarstow

was'.Id
cities he drawn from a radius of filteen or
years old, and in poor lieallli.
All tliis happened, il will Im noticed, not
twenty miles on either hand, during the
winter season, when steamboat travel is sus- in lliu
benighted, ignorant :nnI rebellious
pended—hut it will afford the best outlet for South, but in enlightened atnl |>:itrioti<• Massathe populous seaport towns of the hay, and chusetts, anil almost in the shallow id' I>unk-

for

long distanee eastward. A small
running front below KUswortli to
Belfast, with landings at Mount Desert,
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, and Castine, would find
t sheltered route and a good business, during the season in which the Lewiston is oil'
a

steamer,

Hill Monument.
Now suppose that Miss
Harstow “20 years old and in poor health,”
had been a Massachusetts teacher in a Southern State.
How the radical papers would
hare blazed with capitals and calls lor vengeance, not particularly on the perpetrators
of the outrage, but on all the people of the
or

lie route. Indeed, twenty years ago, even in
summer season, when both the Host on South.
The 1 idy would have been canonized
tnd Portland steamboat routes were run, and as a
martyr, and monuments erected to a
with no communication with the interior, the female St.
Stephen. (Irani would have
steamer T. F. Seeor made a profitable route marched
regiments to the spo t, to suppress
if the one referred to. The touching here of a new insurrection. How
long will it take
he steamer Lewiston would obviate the this
people to learn, that rullianism is born
:
lecessity for such a line during the usual of no special loea lily or belief, and may manmating season. Our people are turning ilesl itself equally in Massachusetts and South
I heir attention to these matters, and will
Carolina iJ
lie

<

oon

he prepared to move. There are other
in respect to the business of the

uggestions

abroad, which will be offered at
I imc.
1

a

future

The Swedes in Aroostook are

aeipiaidled with the country.
lie had

captured

a

die Pioneer says.

<

gradually getting
thought

lueof them

cat, which proved to he

a

skunk,

a

en

rather liked it.

What has hecotne if the 1 s<‘|• n 1 •]ie:iii .Tournal’s
rooster. [Fllsworth American.

(lone

Washington

to

leathers with drant
he will

hack

come

for

to

swap

till

otliee.

Augusta has organized a water eompanv
ply the city with pure water.

his tail

tlic

judge t
the roilr

Iiiiul.l

\\

i'liat is the

Keif,

wm

ease

with

many

Wisconsin ,Fudge recently lined him-elt
dollar for tafUiness at court.

other good

FROM BOSTON.

t'orrestiotulenee

of the Journal.

Plan of Boston---Street Improvements—-Female
the
Delegates---Laylng
Corner Stone of Memorial Hall---Various

Original
Items.

lew
iad) In Fail haven, in making a bed
mornings since, after turning it cor felt something
and
called
help,
moving inside the ticking. She
| found a large adder about two feel in length. and
A

an

jprobably

j

Perhaps tins is a little hard upon the crooked streets of Boston, and yet threading the
way through some of its winding' thoroughalmost believe the story. The
present city lather-' are straighler in their
ideas and more llti-h in their pockets. They
fares,

one can

imbued with the progressive spirit o| the
age. And they show' it in their attempts to
are

tiring order

out ol chaos

to widen,

straight-

Eight feet
hones

were

was

the altitude of

recently dug up in

an

\i

The pie of the period, a- construct, d in tie* interior. is the Du tli ii. It is a compound >t fill fruit.
rye flour and native genius, with about the il.i\or
I'lu* pith, which
and jueiuess of an a ten-acre Id
is good, is protected bv a crust if soun* ten hurglai
proof-safe power, and families who owne d no in in
iug tools have been know n to starve to death on
the oiilside of a Dulltn. | Norwich Huiletin.
The Portland

and Wald *b,u

»

Sic.unb o at

<

>.

generation rise up and

met it the door
New York census-taker w
by a woman with a huge knife, and ordered him to
leave. He left.

Some

ill

changes li
lei I ers.
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more

:ilre:uly

The work

ill them Blessed
iini>'>rl:ii11

nl

J

them'

been nntieeil in these

The T. aeher-* Institute for Kuo\ < om
held at Thmua-ton during tin* week e-e
>ct. —4th. ami will In* IicliI during tin* cut
Maine has
from I Hit*

Lee is

improving, ami will

gi

The hair of a prominent member of tie
said to be rapidlv disappearing. Tie
lie woman i- not given.
V V. • >m
Vd

Kmreuie. in making her e-eape. se.-nrtil her property : bnt -In left tea p.iri( "linnet- ial
bulletin.

am*.

file P.angor Whig ivs that repot, from d
head Lake state that li-luug
t eiii.u kab|\ >,•><
ason.
rile si ream- and ri\ el s ill the \ i< III
-O
low that the trout rongregate in large mi
m t he deep holes, from >\ liieh
they ire e i
plent ifully taken.
'■

New York wedding wa- lately di-tin
to the bride of a *|Wi,oa.» diam -i.
I tee, and *7b,0()0 worth of silver ware.
A

by the gift

A young man, who wa- suspected -l n.
trie-1 ami ae« pi it led at Trem-mi, low a, tti
lav. Iletoiv the trial it wa- a- intieh a- tb
■mild do to prevent tin people from lynehm
but after the .-pe.'eh ol t it- e-nill-td l lie re U
lire Itaiige ot' feeling. The « rie- «»f«• \e<aitiplaee to deafening eheer-. in tin* course -»t
In1 liberated man w i- earned oil in triinuph
i’.
men who ii id tin-.-.teiird t.. nuird.a b:
t-'iirs piv iou-ly.
was

•'savannah, li
rut i re

fleet- d

t.,

city government

1 >iiin»-ratiM mday.
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A new < all l«
plague has appeared
''minty. III. Tliejvietim- are si i d with
i*f the joints, and -lowly w asle a
way.
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I

n
a

Trank I. iwry resident in I'liel-ca, M e
native «.f Koekland, Maine, stabbed, ue
ute ceded in umrdei
; Trank Mormg.
l.iwrv I,,
visiting a brother in i'helsea
arrested.
As

that

in-tanee of

an

though!

for.

early as the latter part of August :i
Triuting Mliee a! Ib rliu bad lini-hed’md
to the front boon eopje- of Hie
-p,‘« ili..' ;.| lt
foil ideations of Paris.
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Tin* store of Messrs. Eaton A ( o. at Green's
Funding, I>eer Isle, was entirely consumed l>\
tire on Saturday evening of last week. Mr. Eaton
closed the store at i» o’clock that afternoon and
went to Isle an Hunt, the me occurring during hi>
ahsenee. His insurance had expired a 'lent time
before and had not been renewed.
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extension approaches completion.
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mill mio.nm. mu- lm^l»;ui«l, :uul lit tin* b.a
ami deep hole is being iln;>• in Washington whom la* bought it Rlijah I pton K-i|.
wib liorsoll (*rns*i(*d tin*
jmriliuis ll.md all.
street, just above the linylslnu Market, for
dudge Kent lias declined to •'rant tin* >.!i 1 !tn- ti-*n 'In* had "• "ii ail hot* h'Uisidiul.l s.al'ol\ »>v
what purpose we are unableto say at piv-ent in the case of the Houlton Railroad, rest raining th» .Imiuo'- Shipo, (if ()\ oi l a’s I-land, l""k I:
11»\v!i of Houlton from further is-ming bonds u ai 1
ner!ia|i to fiu«l .loliu Whopper. who. when ot th<- mail. The rase will probably hr :t11 H 1 up wilo, t•» whom In* h id but Ii\ o nmnlli" bn
woddiab nn hi- back, and swam with il
last heai'tl from, u as ill a eylitnler somewhere to the full bench, ami by that time the whole amount
tlood. Imping In strike a tivr nr sniiio n!1
ot bomls voted by the town in ai«l of the no l will
between Koxliury anil China but doubtless have been issue*l ami the mail built.
said rofuge.
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lor the purpose of repaving, repairing atnl
Kugineers are now exploring for tlie purpose of died yard." In* caught by tho water tank
ami making over the street to look as good extending a railroad into Aroostook County. The Hall's Island, and at least ten time" In
sum of $5000 has been raised to meet the expense. deavnred In get linld nt il. but tin- wa\.as new.
wasliod him awa\
Hi
wild mlioat. I I,
Wilson, the murderer of the W arden of tin < onNarrow as are these streets, however,
In lot her g
tad oa\
him--Il
V-mi
lieetieilt State Prison, has been sentenced to he
they give ample evidences, in all their ad- hung in one year, lie conducted his own defence, nut prepared tn die, my dear litlsband. and I
lint refused to proceed when tin- Court refuse. 1 t.. (rust that lam." wen* her words
lit* ran 11
juncts and surroundings, of wealth, thrift, hear his testimony to the effect that lie had not hem (In branches n| a Un
iting live, on which Iu
industry, and progress. In the faces of the treated well. Me is regarded a- a very dam- r.-iis supported himself for a low minuh
m.|
eliaraeter.
people, who surge along the paved walks,
lifting up his wit. V- ln-ad. which he lud b.
of
(Hunt
Indian
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Miss Lydia Armstrong,
county.
Unable lo keep above the watei', ho I Mini
be read intelligence, liberality, ambimat
advertises for a husband. “Money," she says, “is
An «»I d md \ a*! \ ft'
tion, spirit, courage, daring, will, determi- no object, hut he must be healths and willing t » that sip- was doad
work."
iieg'ivss lloalod down stream nearly ".*-, ni\
nation and Yankee go-aheaditivenuss.
It is
miles, on a piece of roof, and \vas p -i ! up
Chicago is said to he tin* only town in the I’nited
the results of all these that is now widening
>n
Sunday, eompovdly sninking
States that has a nine-story hotel.
their streets and improving their places of
pipi*.
There is a colored man in the Michigan lVuitcubusiness. The "I Inb” can’t help expanding. tiary who has been them for ten years for murder,
lilSNI M!K
I .IT III i'll!
and now he insists that Lincoln’s proclamation m-i
1 Ilf ‘|!l< 11 II
I
Kven the progressive idea of Woman’s
him free, and he asks the authorities to let him out.
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ions
of
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peace
Suffrage linds its best fostering place in iiosTwo millions of hall cartridges were sent to New
And from here the spirit has so radi- Volk a few days since from tin- Railed States ar- France, remark- a correspondent, ha ..
ton.
■litI\ Iiitii referred lit Iti-maivk to tlm t.
ated through Massachusetts, that two ladies senal at Augusta.
nail
I’roli-sor of Jni i-|iru*l<-nc>• at 1;,:i,11
in
Mi
A
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shot
fourteen
ssotiri,
years
age,out
—Mrs. Idvermore and -Mrs. Stone—were
himself the other day, because he could not forsake j iv ho lias maile out tin1 I >il 1 a
Col low
this week admitted as regular delegates to the use of whiskey and tobacco.
]
l'a> uliait h\ Fr ui<-<- of all tierman w n
the Republican State Convention.
Mrs. Rufus W. Putney, who had enjoyed bu t mv
They
nail
were not .successful, however, in their at- weeks of matrimonial felicity, climbed upon a high
IVeuniarv reparation to the lamilie ot
beam in her husband’s burn at Hebron, V IL, re- J
tempt to li\ a plank, for female sullYage, in eently, fastened a rope round her neck, ami then ill soldi. I'S killed ill the war, and to all tli
rounded.
the republican platform, and next week will jumped otf. 'I’lie tail was twelve feet, and »h w a
stone dead when found.
('nmpensation lor all captured -hiptry the gallantry of the Democracy.
1
A young man named William Craig, aged about
Compensation Cor eannoimdili:;' ol th
The laying of the corner stone of Memoritwenty years and an employe on the Portland and t llltortilied towns of Saarhrile ken and K. Id
al and Alumni Ilall, took place at Harvard Kennebec Railroad at Rath, was killed by bring ittd
expulsion of (iermaiis Cfoni Franee
thrown under a car while engaged in switching a |
*.
I’avment tor eriines committed t>\
College on Thursday of this week. The train into the depot. The car passed oyer him,
1 •’roneli soldiers on l iernian
subjects or ivoiiml
exercises were of the most interesting order, mangling bis body in a dreadful manner and cans* d soldiers.
ing death within three hours.
and were largely attended, notwithstanding
ti.
Compensation Cor parochial burdenA Li H Kit at. Ppk.sk xt. A .young couple of this I
the prevalence ot a severe rain storm.
ansed by the war.
•ity, just starting in life, received as wedding prefurnished residence new and
The. total of these items, a. tooted up b\
Among the distinguished persons present sent a handsomely
•legant,—one of the most desirable locations in the \ lie I’rolessor. amount to the nice little sum
were. Major-General Geo. (f. Mead; ComL-ity. Other beautiful presents were received. The
if I,!t.'!0 millions ot Cranes, or ssistl.noo.ooo
modore Steadman; Senators Sumner and bride was tbo adopted daughter of lion. S. ||. Dale,
I’liose are the nominal conditions.
The real
and it is unnecessary to mention the name of the
» state demands are. made a
Wilson; Gov, Chitlin, and Mayor Sluirtlelf. jenerous donor. [Bangor Whig.
ep irate item.
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G. L. Turner, Palermo, Named B. S. Gen. Joe Hooker, territory" from the country
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Cross,
Lincolnville,
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Hurry
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In this city, Oct. 1st, Estella, daughter ot I. V. and
to believe leads civilization and car!
A. «J. Doan, Belfast, Named G. G, Grav Stranger, Jos. taught
in,: on. things oji which mu* reporter Calvin
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ries the guardianship of liberty and peace on Hannah .Jones, aged 10 years and 10 months.
Healey, Frankfort, Named B. M. Lady Healey.
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! 1 Boston S-juash.
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Ihey were waiting bv the River,
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A. D. FRENCH
Would respectfully Inform his friends and the public
that he lus removed his Ntocl* of Stove*, 'Tin
Ware ami Tool*, formerly in Haraden’s Block,
to the

NEW & SPACIOUS STORE oil CHURCH ST,
(Formerly occupied by Nathan Whitten as a Carriage
Shop,' which he has had lilted up expressly lor his
use as a

Stove Store & Tin Ware

Factory.
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■
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■

A

large ami carefully selected Stock ot New ami Improved

Stoves, Furnaces, Ranges, &c.,
Has been added to his
sold

tiodey's Books,

Stock, and will be

former

<jj“Kspecial attention is called to the XOftTOX
C'tMUi, with its Patent Steam Ware, an arrangement
which carries all the steam and smell from cooking into
the flues ot the stove and

chimuey.

Also the

anil all the Fashionable erities

ET11EKA RANGE.
Excellent, Magee, Progress, Sheridan, Rival,
Parlor Coal Stoves, Airtights, Premium

Durability,

Humps, Cistern Pumps. Slu'd Lead. Leal Pipe

1

IRON & GALVANIZED PIPE
Fitted to Pumps, and for various other purposes. S ieet
Zinc, Tin Ware, Jununucd and Briltannia War
Hath Tubs, Copper Boilers, Water Closets, Wash
Bowls, Copper and Wash Bowl Faucets.
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(lie lead In I,ire reaching llieypiarler pole, and made
his half in I :'to and the mile in il :0il l- >. Tig..
ing in second.
lit:vr.
The hor- es were senl oil lhe second lime up. The
I hil l diol ahead and made his lirsl half in I :;S and
Ids mile in il dll. Tige coining in seennd.
Si'i'dnh

li limes before getting a si art, the
ahead as lirfore. lie was evidently
a little sore.lull had no trouble in keeping far enough
ahead to insure him the rare—made his lir-1 half in
Iris, mile in il .ill. winning the heal and race.
Chief is a small Knox Stallion, and shows good
speed and liotlom. Tile second purse was award-
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ty Peaches s
Gripes a ol
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claiming that

lie was i; years old.
I'Tiist Him
The horses scored lip I linn s before getting the
word "go." Runaway had the pole, Monme
Roy
I, Waldo Chief nil. Waldo Chief look
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The judges fin- tin allernoon were W. ('. Marsliall.ll. N. Iiaiieaster, and (len. K. S. N’iekorsou.
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ot these “saints”

brings

to mind the

Ciik vpee Tu vx Before tiie War! Epicures,
are you aware that von tain enjoy tlie luxuries ot
the dessert at a much cheaper rate than ten years
ago? Science has converted a wild product of the
Irish coast into an element of immeasurable dainties
of the most wholesome, nutritious and delicious
character; and the price of this new staple is less
by one-half than that ol any other article of the
same class containing a like amount of nutriment.
Need we sav that Sea M<»s.s Karine is the article
referred to. The wealthy and enterprising New
York Company engaged in its manufacture are
entitled to the thanks of every philanthropist for
introducing this new source of excellent and agreeable food, at a price which places it within the
reach of all. One experiment will convince the
most skeptical that with Sea Moss Karine they
can produce unequalled custards, puddings, jellies,
Charlottes, creams, sauces, Ac., at less cost than
belore the war. The depot of the Company is at
Park Piaoe, New York.

Sprains are thoroughly cured—if there is not extensive lesion—by thoroughly using Kenne’s PainKilling Magic Oil. It is also good tor other pains
and aches. It is an excellent family remedy. Try
a bottle.
Sold by Moody.
A la kg E Vor.r.ME would not contain the ma*s
of testimony which has accumulated in favor of Hr.
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry as a safe, ollicient,
and reliable remedy in curing coughs, colds, and
pulmonary diseases. Many ofthe euro are truly
wonderful.
It your tongue i> coated, mouth tastes badly,
have a poor appetite, feel dull, stupid, despondent,
sice iv or dizzy, your liver does not act properly,
and nothing will relieve and cure you so rapidly as
l>r. Pierce's Alt. Ext. ortloldeu Medical Discovery.
It stimulates all the secretions to action, restores
the appetite and mu-logs tin* bowels.
As a blood
purilicr for the cure of Pimples and Blotches oil
the face. Eruptions. Salt Klicum. Erysipias and
all Scrofulous and Skin diseases it is unequaled.
No family should be without it. Sold by drug-

gists.

11 air Vigor. In common with many others we
have felt a lively interest in the investigations
which l>r. \yer has been making to discover the
causes of failure ofthe hair, and to provide a remedy. 11 i s researches are said to have been much
more thorough and exhaustive than anv ever made
before. The result is now before us under the
name of Ayer'" Hair Vigor.
We have given it a
trial, and with full satisfaction. It equals our
most favorable anticipations.
Our gray hairs have
I
disappeared, or resumed their original color; and
\ a visible crop of soft, silken hair inis started on a
j1 part of the scalp which was entirely haul. Daily
lino 14
Voice, Boston.
From Increased Physical and Mental strength of
persons who use Fellows' Compound Syrup of Ifypophosphites, their augmented faculty ofendurance,
the regular andjhealthy action ofthe Heart, Flings,
Stomach and Bowels,"and their improved appearance, demonstrated in thousands of eases within
our knowledge, its
power of restoring the great
sympathetic ami muscular system mi which full
and healthy devclopement depends is certain.

Cramps and nains in the stomach, are ihe remit
of imperfect indigestion, and may be immediately
relieved bv a dose of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment." A tea-spoonful iu a little sweetened water

15angor clergyman who attended
a
prohibition meeting, a year or two ago, is a dose.
Heavy oats are good forhor>es; none will deny
and confessed that he kept a barrel of ah* on
that; but oats can't make a horse's coat look smooth
tap in his cellar! There are shepherds out- and glossy when he is out of condition. “Sheridan’s
side the Tiekwiek Tapers who can tolerate < avalry Condition Powders” will do this when all
else fails.
j pine apple nun with two lumps of sugar.
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Excellent \Vi:iN<irx<; Machine.
Some people are now Iniving Clothes Wringers,
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THE HORRORS OF WAR.
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The plea of “communion and other proper
occasions,” might, excuse the veriest soaker
l imilit- Wellman of Ih-lnmnt ami <’has. Dirkey ..I'
that ever staggered along the street.
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Mr. Tilton has the honor to say, in reply? that so
lor as regards himself, he drinks wine on communion and other proper occasions; and that so far a-*
regards the montehank who is reported to have addressed him the above letter, this hot (iospeller,
after preaching a Sunday night sermon in hr-.
Armitage's ehureli in New York, sauntered down
the Bowery in company with u iriend, entered a
lager heor saloon, and during an hour’s stay drank
(the two together) nine or ten glasses of lager beer.
«*f which the Ucv. Mr. Tulton puzzled the larger
part.
It will be observed that while Tilton does
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-.'..oil to
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Woll

Brooklyn Union,

rop\ of Mr. Fulton’s niis-kivo i-, as follows—
Boston, M iss
Tm.onoui Tii.roN, E.«|.:
1 have been informed that you were seen
IHcai: Sn:
at a restaurant on Broadway a day or two since, with a
bottle ot wine before you, and ol which you several times
partook, As you are the chief editor of a religious and
temperance paper, I asMiuie the right to ask you whether
this report is true, it true, 1 shall take such means as 1
may think expedient to put the truth before the public
.1. i>. Fflton,
throughitlu* newspapers.

\.;irol.| coils. Mile
of v'ld.OU. sin.no to
pm
Two horse- were entered.
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BFV. I.AOLi: lil'.l'.It FULTON.

Tin- Religion*? Telescope, of I fiyton. Ohio contain' :i copy of :i letter wliieli it says the l*cv. Jiein 1>. I'n11«»i i. of Boston, lias addressed to Mr.
Theodore 'Tilton, of New York, although Mr. Tilton ha- never received either the letter in question
or any olln r from Mr. Fulton.
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which tune the fair broke up, having
been, considering the drawback, quite successful.
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good

keep the track
allowed to drive on the
track, and crowd up round the stand, a practice
which should be stopped, as it interferes with the
trotting and occasions the judges much trouble.
Wo neglected to say that between two of the heats
Mis- “hide exhibited her equestrian skill, riding
twice ..id the track, escorted bv marshal M-flic trots were concluded about five
Keniicy.

fur

li

each

The marshals failed to

clear, and outsiders
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.M. I wake, ] iiieoluville. Named S. G. Himaway.
I'eniii Morton. 1 rankiort. N m. d 1C <,. Mink Ibde
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attendance and the atlernoon passed otf pleasaiillv
with no dilliriilties of any kind. It is however to
be regretted that better order was not .preserved oil
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unfortunate in all the trots that the horses
not more evenly matched, as in each race one
horse had all his own way, consequently there was
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FIRST PAY.

It

Simonton Bros & Co.

A

of the Cineinnau Ca/otte
sonic graphic pit turns ot the

correspondent

in Pram

e

gives

horror- of tin' war now in progress. Writing' after the battles of the Kith ami lKlh ot
August, lie presents this ghastly spectacle:
In one ravino 7 Id dead bodies are lying
one
Here is an ollleer
upon the other.
plunged head foremost into a ditch, still
holding his sword. Another pile of dead
and dying! for you hear groans. The fold
I ndies are removed, and life is in the pulse
f the mass of tatters and wounds and ldood
which is revealed. A little brandy and the
eyes slowly open and stare wildly, then
The physician puls
pathetically, around.
Ids ear to the muttering mouth.
No articulation. The lips eaese to move, so does the
pulse under the doctor's lingers. The eyes
close and open, and close forever, hay liim
down tenderly, young and so fair, lie must
have been the son of a gentle home.
No matter, l’ass on to the next. The
next is a Tureo.
His ehassepot is tight in
the still’ grasp of his sallow hand. His countenance is savage«vcn in death.
Two others
nay three, four, seven, lie near by. What
did these beasts know of patriotism when
they were, pressed against the invader in the
beiialt of la belle France? King William’s
money would be as inspiring to them as that
One of this noble tribe bit
of the Emperor.
the neck of the Prussian surgeon who was
kneeling down to dress the patriot’s wound.
Another—no, this was one of the Corps
d’Afrique. He boasts that he shota Prussian
who had thrown down his arms and cried
“Friend, friend!” Africa cried, “No friend
of mine,” and tired with a result that makes
the yellow face beam with delight when it
tells the story of its beautiful heroism.
Dead horses lie thick on the beautiful hillside, and stop the rivulet in the pretty ravine.
They lie upon their backs witli their legs in
the air, and are bloated to their utmost, as if
swelled lull to bursting with the vanity
which survives the wreck of armies and the
crush of States.
l'OltSAKMN llOl SKS.

Most

which have cog wheels on one or both ends of the
shaft, yel these cog wheels play entirely apart
when wringing larger clothes, and are then ne
better than the cheap machines without any cog
wheels. Wo can recommend to our readers the
“I'niversal," as it lias cog wheels with very long
teeth, which are prevented from throwing entirely
apart by a “patent stop,” which is an important
improvement for the durability of the machine.

[Mass. Ploughman.
PILES!

PILES! PILES! PILES! Outward
applications are money thrown away. The only
cure
is Or Harrison's Peristaltic Lozcnpermanent
ge>.
They strike at the cause. They are pleasant,
nor, like all pills, do they require increase of lose.
They are exactly suited to obviate costiveness—
—the cause of i'll health. For sale at No. 1 Tromont Temple, lloston, by E. A. Harrison
CO.,
Proprietors, and bv all Oruggots. Mailed for (JO
cents.
2moS
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CERTIFICATES OF CURES.

Paisley

This is to certify that Mrs. Manchester has cured me
ot scrofula tor hip disease ot live years’ standing; 1
have consulted the best professions in the country and
have derived no benefit. I called on Mrs. Manchester
ten mouths ago, and commenced treatment; the sores,
three in number, have healed and I have thrown by
my
crutches, and am now a well man. I am confident if 1
had not consulted this lady 1 should always have been a

Tlio host assortment in

physician,

Let all invalids give her a fair trial, and I have no
doubt you will be benetitted.
S. T. KINO.
Bidueford, Me., May 2, 1870.
March

.4 (Jan* of

20,
Spinal Di«ea«« Cured.

1870.

Dear Madam —When you were in this place last
summer, l called you to examine my case, which was
spinal disease, l had not used my limbs to stand on them
lor three years. 1 have consulted eight or ten Physicians; none of them done me any good; but 1 still grew
worse, but by your skill 1 am now a happy woman, as 1
have lull power and strength of my limbs. 1 must say
to the ailiieted go and consult Mrs. Manchester, and give
her a fair trial, and you will be well paid.

Wednesday,

Oct.

12,1S70.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Tho Confessions of an Invalid.
ED EOll THK BENEFIT OF YOUNG
MEN, mill others who sutler lrom Nervous Debility,
etc., supplying the moans ot self-cure. Written by one
who cured himself, and sent free on receiving post-paid
directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAY FA I It. Brooklyn N. V.

I>IJBUISH

ASK Filll Ull. CLARKli’S SIIKSElf WINE

MRS,
Tin? hamlets, the dwellings of peasants and
take no other. See that the portrait of Or. ('larke
gentlemen are forsaken of their tenants, and And
is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
tenanted by the wounded. Villages and They
are puerly vegetable and will not intoxicate. tfsp
■■■>!■—■!
towns are empty, buttered with shells, burn■ ■■■■■■■■■ —
* ||
There must be a score of
ed or burning.
MARRIED.
such deserted villages, which but a week ago
were each sweet like Auburn to its happy
In this city, Oct. l<»th, at the residence of Charles It.
population—“the loveliest village of the Hazel Li lie, Esq., by Kev. l>r. Palfrey. Mr. .lose Kemijlo
and Miss Susan F. Jones ot Camden.
plain, where health and plenty cheered the Casanova
In Albion, Oct. fSth, by 1) Blin Fuller, Esq., Mr.
laboring swain.”
Samuel b, Colcord of Plymouth, and Miss Georgia Uttn
Where are the happy population ? They till Burrill ot Albion.
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JANE E. HALL,
Lewiston. Me.
ONI: OF I'lIK GREATEST CURES ON RECORD!
This is to certily that I have been sick for live years
ami have been to a great number ot physicians, ana one
would tell me one thing, and Knottier would tell me 1 had
another disease; then 1 would go to another, and he
would tell me entirely a different story, until 1 got almost discouraged, 1 told the physicians that I telt us
though something whs eating me up inside, but they all
laughed at the idea ot anything ol the kind, and said I
was nervous. For the last two years 1 commenced growing very large at times, audit seemed to me that my
stomach was tilling up, and when I retired ut night it
seemed as If something arose in my throat, ami I would
almost suffocate, Reading Mrs. Manchester’s advertisement I was induced to go nud consult her. She examined me and told my feelings exactly, and told me that 1
had a live animal ot some kind In my stomach. She
said “1 don’t know what to call it, but it is brown, and
looks as much like a caterpillar as anything.” She told
me so correctly about my feelings that 1 took her medicine. She tolu me I would be very sick, and so 1 was. I
vomited lor three days and the third day I threw up
something that resembled a lizard, a horrible looking
about as large as my
thing, about three inches
linger, and 1 think 1 ow«* my life to Mrs. Manchester.
She told me what r.o doctor ever did or could.
health
is rapidly improving, 1 say to every one, go and see her
don’t hear what this one or that one says, but go, and
you will be perfectly satisfied.
H. KING, Portland, Me.
1). Rkki>,
We can fully teati>
II. Uicki»,
fy to this stateM. llansox, y
ment.

long,

My

Hanoou, Sept. 28. ls:u.
This is to certify that I have been sick for twenty-live
years with liver complaint, as the physicians have ail
told me. 1 have been treated in New York and Bangor
by a large number of Physicians, and found no relief until 1 called on Mns. ManVhkstkk a short time ago. She
told me very readily what the trouble was—that 1 had
absesses and tumors. I have taken her medicines, and
have had proof that what she told me was perfectly corn'd. If any one doubts this, let them call on me personally, and 1 will give them correct information in regard
to my case. I want the sick and suffering to go and consult Mrs. MaxciiKSTKii, and not be discouraged by ignorant and faithless people, but have a mind of your
own,ami you will get relief
tfIf
Mus. HENR l ETTA PEABODY, Veazie.

rates than

be obtained in Boston

N O T 1 C K
STRAYED OR STOLEN, one red Mare,
dark Mane and Tail, niuo years old from the
subscriber on Thursday evening Oct. (5, harnessed to a
second-hand Concord Wagon—lrom Bluckstonc's Store
at the head of the tide. Whoever will return the said
Norse or give information where the thiol may be found
shall be suitable rewarded.
GEORGE W. LONGFELLOW.
Iwl3*
Knox, October S, lsro.

GET THE BEST.
Bu«1k’a Argentine Hair Wye, long and favorably known to the public, stands peerless and unrivalled.
It is the best, <juickest, cheapest, the most natural, durable, harmless and effectual lluir Dye in the world. It
colors hair or whiskers Drown or Black instantaneously,
and gives them a perfectly natural appearance, and is unattended with any Injurious effect. Regular package,
with brush aud sponge complete, only $1.U0. GEO. C.
Gmos 1.5
GOODWIN & CO. Sold by all druggists.

Have just received the largest ami be*t assortment ot
1.0 I lls ami Cl.O I'll IMi ever ottered in tliis market.
The latest Styles anti novelties in dent's Ktmiishiiu’
(roods always on hand.
This Stock will be ottered at lower price* than can be
found elsewhere,and goods warranted.
Custom Work and Cutting done promptly and warranted to lit,

W.

are

ai-o

or

they

can

New York.

WEED FAMILY

Favorite

A

Belfast, s.-pt. 10, 1870.

T

Cunningham,

1
1

Samuel G. Howard,
Milton E. Carter,
Also at the

same

time and

2

place,

for

non-payment of

assessments made thereon on the 21st day of June. A. I).
lbCO, and the 2d uay of August A. D. isco, the following
described shares of the Capital Stock of said Company,
viz:

Shareholders.
Allen D. French,
Horace S. Pcrkkins,

Names of

No. of Shares.
1
1

Also at the same time and place for non payment of
assessments made thereon on the 2d day of August,A,D.
180‘J, the following described shares ot tin* Capital Stock
of said

Company

viz

:

Shareholders.
No. of Shares.
1
C. Aug. Brown,
11. A. Carter,
S. B. Gillum,
John G. Johnson,
II. J. Locke,
Edward Littlolieid,
l- rank Perkins & Co.,
1
balance
E. K. Boyle,
Samuel Grant,
•*
C
S. W. Merrlam & Co.,
W.V. COLBURN,
Jwl :
Treasurer B. & M. II. L. R. R. Co.

Names ot

m

im»

Simonton Bros. & Co.
You will find

bought early

quently

can

These

goods

in the season,

A T

Simonton Bros & Co.

conse-

10 per cent,

bo sold

cheaper than they

were

YOUR

WATERPROOFS

FLANNELS and WOOLENS
at Redact'd Prifrs.

Jm

BUY

he

can

THEY CUT THEM FREE OF CHARGE, «»<i
purchased keep constantly on hand a Lunjt
and I ant'd assortment,

elsewhere.

so

that earh

enstomer cannot fail to be suited in

l'l itr,

Qvaliti/ and Sfi/lt.

AND KITCHEN WARE

F O li

AT REDUCED PRICES.

TO \\ N

to a contemplated change in my business location
I have decided to sell down my present stock into the
smallest compass at reduced priees ami regardless id
COST or ITfcOFl 1.
T'liis stock consists entirely of new 1’.it terns ot the
present year. Comprising

Owing

a n n

U)UNTK\

Cool; and I’arlnr Stoves,
Fire Fialinos.
Fra nlcl ins,
Farmers I toilers.
Air

'rights.

Tin,

Ja|»|»aIBriiannia, lliiameleil ami
Hollo** Warn, Ninhx. INinip*. and till articles
usually found at a Stove Store.

Tin: i:\im'ii < i.o*i t.
Is a substitute tor tin- w.itrr closet or common pm
ami may be used as it moveable commode, or t«> appa
I Tiers, $p to
aeeordiug to r b.
tus lor tixed closets,
kind required. Anions its advantage* are
ap
t. Complete deodoruution trom tbo moment
plyink to tin-earth.
m
!. The pluclng within reach of all, rich ami p
town and in the country, a simple means tor pro\ idiuj
m Hip fum it, a co.utortable private closet.
One barrel ot earth is sullh nt lor tour month- used t
one

Komet hing New

The Stevens

Range,

The best Coal Stove ever ottered r.i the nnMji*
js v.*rv
large, boiling six kettles at once while* the oven hakeeight large pies, is very quick and certain,doing its work
without, nalt the hankering for fuel, nianitested by'stoves
of the old model.
In weight of casting and beauty ot finish it excels, and
will be sold cheap for cash.
Also anew Wood Stove just received which cannot he
beat, and which every one should see before purchasing
elsewhere.
.lust received a lot of Wooden rumps, Seasoned .luui
per and well made. The cheapest, a ml best l’ump ever
■fir* IBriikn. Iloori, Hac k*, and repair ideoes
all Stoves In general use. Orders lor job anu Furnace work solicited.
All persons indebted to the firm of S. S ll HUSKY
SON, are requested to call at once and sett le, as all demands outstanding on t lug 1st of Nov. next, wtll be left
with an Attorney for collection.
lor

S.

S.

person.
for Circular. Clo.-cl* for sale
!•; i itm
No. IP l>i>ane St
lyrll

bv
et

I’.oil

I

on

Till: filMM) DIMM.\\
dD

O

Dry G-oods,
Goods.
Fancy

Carpetings,
Feathers,

HKUSEY,
7S Main Streel.

AND

linos 11

WORSTEDS,
-A. T

Simcnton Bros, 6 Co.,

IN

Orren

Sewing Machine,

which is taking the lead of all shuttle Machines
tin Market, tor family and general work.

Belfast, tfc M. II. L. R. R. Co.
COMPLIANCE WITH AN ORDER EROM THE
Board of Directors of said Company. I shall selH't
Public Auction, at their Olficc in Gaylord Block, in the
city of Belfast, on Tuesday the 10th day of November
next, at 2 o’clock P. M., lor non-payment of assessments
made thereon, on the 27th day of- March, A. f>. 1 SCO, the
21st day of June, A. D. 10C0, and the -id day of August
A. D. 18C0, the following described shares of the Capital
.Stock of said Company, viz :
No. of Shares.
Names of Shareholders.

Agents for the Celebrate !

KERSEY & WOODWARD

Dis rui. T (Jol KT OF TilK UNITKI) )
lx Bankkipicy
Status. District of Maine.
\
’.n the matter of ROBERT MOWE, Bankrupt.
District of Maixk ss.—A warrant in Bankruptcy,
has been issued by said Court, against the estate ol
Robert Mowe, of the County ol Washington.and Stateol
Maine, in said District,he has been duly adjudged Bankrupt upon Petition ot his creditors, and the payment ot
any debts and the delivery of any property belonging to
said Bankrupt, to him, or to his use, and the transfer of
any property by him, are forbidden by law. A meeting
ot the creditors of said Bankrupt, to prove their debts
ami choose one or more Assignees of his estate, will be
h. Id at a Court of Bankruptcy to be holden at Machias,
lit said District, ou the third day of November, A. !>.,
lsro, at 10 o’clock, A. M., at the ollice of Peter Thacher,
cue of the Registers in Bankruptcy ot said District.
S. S. MARBLE,
.jw-l II. S. Marshal, as messenger for said District.

54 Main Street,
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12 to 14
.00 to 11.00 (found Hog,
l.o5 to o.oo Clear Suit l\>rk,
$.12 to 24
5 to ?
l.r.o to o.oo Mutton per lb,
s to 10
1.25 to o.oo Lamb per lb,
00
25 to Oo
1.00 to
Corn
rurkeystpcrlb,
7l» to HO Chickens, per lb,
11 to IS
Bailey,
00 to 00
2.00 to 2 50 Ducks, per lb,
to
1.50
oo
to 00
Marrowfat l*eaa 1.25
Horse,
55 to GO Hay per ton,
$20 to 22
Oats,
GO Lime,
5o to
New Potatoes,
$l.25too00
12 Washed Wool,
10 to
25 to 40
Dried Apples,
50 to
Unwashed Wool,
25 to 20
Cooking, do.
to
1
ulled
W
40 to 00
ool,
Butter,
20 to
0 to 00
Hides,
Call Skins,
24 to
10 2 S to 00
50 to $ 1
Sheep Skins,
Lard,
11 Wood, hard,
s to
$0.00 to 0
Beef,
Wood, sott,
$4.00 to 0
Apples,Baldwin ,0.00 to 0.00
00 Dry Pollock,
G tO
4 to 5
10 | Straw,
N to
$s to 10
Dry Cod

A SPECIALTY!

cripple.

JOUUNAI.,

Flour,
Corn Meal,
ltyi* Mejtl,

Shawls

This is to certify that Mrs. Manchester has doctored in
my family for six years with marked success. She has
cured my wii“ ol dropsy in its worst form; my daughter
ol spinal disease of live years’ standing; a sister ot deafness and catarrh ; my father of blindness.
And 1 would
recommend her to the public us u skillful
and j
JOHN HOBSON.
every way worthy of patronage.
Port laud, Maine.

Far excel any of their
This is the most thorough blood purifier yet discoverstud cures all humors trom the worst Scrof ula to a
common Eruption.
Pimples and Matches on the face,
and scaly or rough skin, which are such annoying blemishes to many young persons, yield to the use ot a tew
bottles of tills wonderlul medicine. From one to eight
bottles cure Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Scald Head, Ring \
I Tor ms, Roils, Scaly Eruptions, of the Skin, Scrofula
Sores, l'leers and Canker'' in the Mouth and Stomach.
It is a pure medicinal extract ot' native roots and plants,
combining in harmony Nature’s most sovereign curative
which God has instilled into the vegetable
dngdom tor healing the sick. It is a great restorer lor
the strength and vigor ot the system. Those who are
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or tears,
or any of the affections symptomatic of weakness, will
find convincing evidence of its restorative power upon
trial. If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated und despondent, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly in the 1
morning, irregular appetite and tongue coated, you are
Liver or “Jliliousness.” In many
suffering from
cases ol ilLiver (’omplaint'f only a part of these symp-i
toms are experienced. As a remedy lor all such cases,
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has no equal,as it I
etlects perfect cures, leaving the liver strengthened and
healthy. For the cure of Habitual Constipation of the
Dowels It is a never failing remedy, and those who have |
In llron■'
used it for this purpose are loud In Its praise.
chial, Throat and Lung Disease At has produced many
other
where
medicines
had tall- !
remarkable
cures,
truly
ed. Sold by druggists at $l.ou per bottle. Prepared at
the Chemical Laboratory of
:Smoslt*
K,
PIKHCF, M. D., Buffalo, N. \.
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:!iMi*
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QUIET DAYS.
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grow' strangely mild
h i/.y autumn weather

1

“

s'

:

1, fri**nds reconciled.
hills together.
i

run sweet and still
g « ver sand,
'ti:i 1-tW' of live will
ior*
lights 1 han liM
v'

:

I

*•'

lavish mind.

!-

wood \\ ith music rings,
>' a d •Hided breast
Mi* bird th u sings,
th lir.h u ith folded
wings
his ijiiiot not.

-Jim- r

•’

month of all the vear
i> s ill life! they molt

'l
■

u

a

i.

t■

•;i•.

i'

autumn

cheer,

nber I
and

-i*i,i,

re

'weet.

I •' :•!• :,* d all nijiit with
grief,
ijnt with .i**y, and which is best!'

’•

'harp, and both

!o

were

iil,. *i wind-blown loaf,
both for rest.

w ;i-

:

m

brief,

\

’I'li'

it was far better
fishing
where the treat had been
; in in a 1 »t where all could fish.
the morning. We had
■■■.!>
'.ill f
''ii miles, and .struck the
.ife 'i
a were
ready for breakfast,
tor a sheltered place to
slyly crept oil behind
i.atil we reached the
part of the
rally fished. A farm bouse
!
ner of a mile
away. We saw the
.*1 k•
curling lightly from a stove
■‘a
.iii. and two
Imys come out to
! i'es
saw a woman
busy about the
1
-d a tel..e ms bull
dog wandorinc
1

■

~

e

_

c.i

••

tie

yard.
:
'ey -bed.

then.
Not a
distort the birds or the owner of
W
r
vied through the grass and
d alders, lifting lurgi
speckled
until itir baskets were full.
"
ne to have
gone, but the
and bit so readily that
large
-bit' -'.ring and hide what we had
c
er basketful.
So at it we
would the hook touch the
th m il bad a trout
We forgot tile
ii an. the
boys, the dog. Sudden" i' a
rushing through the oat field,
d! was coming. We looked
vl' the house, and saw the farmer and
.a the fence, the woman in the
•;
! er
bouncing towards us. We
a e I
been discovered ! The well! I"g bad been sent to hunt us
out,
'ic !li !l" appeared, it was safe to
was doing that
tiling pretty lively.
!’•'
run if- dog was not to be
thought
! !
"a- ir. lime to lose,
lie cleared
nd
line l'oi us jusi as we reached
1'1 i
Tri al activity took a seat oil
a-i abo\e his reaeii.
Here was a
•ugo! \ vicious bull-dog under a
me 1
tin! farmer and bis two
big hoys
;'f\
move down
upon ocr works. If was
ii

was

••

■

;

■

-ii’. fo u-i

’-

lie

I’ige
1

rue-

me

\

:

of

laugs.

c.,ed to hi> dog

:

••

Watch him

1" pose' i to do that little
and
-g In- eye upon ns. sealed himself un-

thing,

der the tree.
fie n -poke the

ugly farmer:
ll.ai, -traiiger. till we get

“Just hold
'!
if
breakfast;
•'
are
.a
a
burry, however, you can go
n c.v
W ateh him Tige."’
"
'Urnii-ed trouble; quite too much, for
"
had that bold mail of
bull-dogs and agic i.ui’.
elegantly walloped innocent tour*
i'i- 1" ing seen on bis suburban
premises.
r
II
putation as a peace man was not good,
me! lr-rc arose a large heart towards our
throat.
• i.ne i- the essence of contracts and the
-av
ing ol trouble. We had a stout line in
our pocket, and a large hook, intended for
rock-1 a-.-, il we failed to take trout. And
as luck would have it we had a nice
sandwich and a piece ot corned beef in our
pocket.
\\ e ailed the dog pet names, but be wasn't
on it.
1 lien we tried to move down, when
in' moved
up. At last we trebled our bass
file
fastened the Limerick to it, baited with
■ "filed
beef tied to a limb, and angled for a
f'g
ligewas in appetite, lie swallowed
n. and sat with his
eyes upon us for more;
but with no
friendly look beaming from his
countenance. Not any.
I hen we pulled
gently on the line; it was
t.i-t
1 ige janked and
pulled—but ’twas no
Use

We

ly.

by GEORGE

OEXTft M I\TED for BrownN Patent
/L Damper. Wholesale prices reduced.
H. S. EVERETT A CO., .*.* Dey *t., A. Y.
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thing.”

if

to one of his

added:

unconcernedly sprawling

they

forced

comrades, lie

do not wish to have
upon the in.

imitation

an

IIVAOHS.-A victim o 1 curly indiscredebility, premature decay,

AVOID
tion, causing nervous
tried
vain
See., having

in
every advertised remedy, has
means of self-cure, which ho will send tree to
his fellow-sutfeiers. Address J. 11, TUTTJ.K, 7s Nassau
st. New York.

a

simple

at full

length upon
the grass, not the least disconcerted by the
threat contained in his friends last sentence,
•T say, Tim, if you win the stakes I'll
go two
more chaws agin
yon; and then we’ll have a
?
of
it
spell
The men of our squadron and the Michigan regiment had formed a circle around the
contestants, some leaning against their
horses, and some stretched on the ground on
their blankets; and a continual stream of
bantering was kept briskly flowing. Some
of them bet pipes and tobacco on the issue—
the odds being in favor of the young Michigander. Belts and coats were thrown off,
I
am
hard
George saying,
up for
tobacco, and by jingo I’ll try hard to win
them two chaws;” and the two went at it in
a lively and
really good style; and for about
ten minutes neither seemed to
get the better
of the other.
Suddenly, while every face wore a careless
smile—while upon every tongue a bantering
word still lingered—there came right into
our midst a solid shot.
It struck nothing but
the poor fellow from Michigan. Him it hit
lair at the waist, tearing him
completely in
two, while the loud laugh was yet bubbling
it)) from his throat— the light of an anticipated triumph still in his eye, and the flush of
confident success upon his cheek.
The two men, so full of life and health
before, suddenly stood transfixed as if by a
thunderbolt. Then one of them reeled and
fell to the ground a mass ot riven flesh,
while the other, who received the full wind
of the shot,
through otherwise untouched bv
it, stood for a moment as if petrified, his hair
rising up straight upon his head, his eyes
wide open in a hideous, maniac stare, his
whole lace convulsed by a terrible and idiotic smile. Then with a loud, unnatural
laugh,
made doubly horrible to us
by the
that mutilated body lying before him, he fell
prone to the ground. When after a long
time, by the aid of whiskey and cold water]
he was brought hack to life, he was a
raving
lunatic, the concussion ot the shot being of
such force as to deprive him
entirely of reason.
The poor fellow who was struck never
spoke a word or made a sign afterward,
though ho survived in an unconscious state
about three hours after he was taken to the

our

slid
back

straightway

down the tree—almost

doing it—seized our pole,

went thence somewhat livo-

We found our string ot fish, and readied
the buggy and a commanding
spot in the
road in time to see the sturdy yeoman move
forth.
We saw him and cohorts, male and female
move slowly, as if in no haste.
We saw an
anxious crowd engaged about the
dog. We
came quietly home, and
kindly left the bass
hook and line to the farmer.

at his olilcc.
DR. DIX
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ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE l’HYSI*
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.
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I NVENT V YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so wol
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hot.
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and par
ticularly to

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
escape imposition of foreign and nativ<

To avoid and

quacks,
cities,

more

I>R. DIX
refers to Professors and respectable Phyaicians
many ol whom consult him in critical cases, because ol
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

proudly

UNITED

kill

known to

than is

more

cured

and

those

no-

balance, some of whom die, others grow worse am
lelt to linger and suffer for months or years, until re
lieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians,
the
are

BUT ALL QU4CRS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known t:
some ouack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardles:

of the life and health ol others, there are those amoiq
them who even perjure themselves, com radieting giviiq
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in theii
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained foi
prolessedly curing, or “the dollar,” or Tract ion ot it,’
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that man.)
arc deceived, also, and spend large amounts for
experi
menu with quackery.

UR DI.VK
charges arc very moderate. Communications aueredlj
and
all
^onlidcntial,
may rely on him with the stride-'
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, con
ditlon or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot t u
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar U
Insure an answer.
Address Dr. U. Dix, No. d Endicott St.
Boston Jan. 1 1870
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issue
all kinds of Life and Cndow
Insurance Policies.
INpecial .ittenfion
ca'C'd to a m-w pr ivision, contained in Policies issued
by this Company by which after the payment ot live or
more annual premiums, they may he converted into Annuities.
I his provision is in addition to the ordinary non-lor
(citing character of the Policies of this or ;i:r. oilier
Company. Policy holders participate in the profit s of
the Company, and are allowed thirty da\ s gr.ae, h.r the
payment of renewal premiums,
i M vide mis app ied at the opt ion of 1 he a sun d.
No restriction upon residence or tra\el in the ! nited
States or laurope.
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FRIDAY, at J o’clock P. M,
J E. SPENCER &
N.
Returning—leaves Poston every MONDAY.WKDN FS
DAY and FRIDAY at ,r» o’clock P. M. Freight taken i
Which arc now offered !o the public, arc pronounced by at Summer rates. All Freight must be accompanied bv
Steamers Receipts.
all the celebrated Opticians of the World to be the
OKO. <i. WKLLS, Agent.
June go, isro.
t l".S

CO.,

Y„

We had all ol us been used to
seeing death
in every shape, but the whiteness of sudden MOST
fear full upon many a face in that
Natural, Artitlcial help to the human eye ever known.
group of
soldiers as the terrible
They are ground under their own supervision, from
messenger of death minute
Crystal Pebbles, melted together, ana derive their
clove a passage through us, and
passing by name, “Diamond,”
on account of their hardness and
everything else went to its destination as’un- brilliancy.
as
i(
sent
some
invisible markserringly
by
The Scientific Principle
man.
[Phrenological Journal.
On which they are constructed
brings the core or centre
ot the lens directly in front ot the
eye, producing a dead
and distinct vision, as in the natural,
sight, and
The following sketch of a
specimen of the preventing all unpleasant sensations, healthy
such as glimmerd
mg and wavering of sight, dizziness, &c., peculiar to all
corner loafer tribe, taken from the
Daily others in U9e.
Saratogian, of Saratoga, will no doubt be
They are Mounted in the Finest Manner,
fully endorsed as correct in every respect bv
In frames ot the best quality, of nil materials
all who have come across
used for
any of this shiftthat purpose.
less, corner-obstructing class:
THEIR FINISH AND DURABILITY
“That young squirt on the corner, with his
CANNOT BK SURPASSED.
hat a little on one side, the stub ol a
cheap
CAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trade
cigar in his mouth, and a stare for every lady mark
<> stamped on every frame.
that passes—is a loafer. Do you know where
he gets his money;’ If is mother earns it for
ISAAC ALL.Alii ),
him taking in washing. Poor soul!
She
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
thinks her boy will get work soon. lie could
BEtFAST, Maine.
find work enough to keep him busy lifteen
From whom they can only be obtained. These goods
hours a day, if he wanted it. 15ut he is a arc not supplied
to Pedlurs, at any price.
lyrhj
lazy loafer, and don’t want to work. If lie
a
lie
or
does his work so
gets
place,
shirks,
poorly that he is soon discharged. lie never
for
works
the same man twice. Or,
perhaps,
he is particular what kind of work he does.
He is willing that his mother or sister should
HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON, with
a good assortment of all
kinds, and Uatest Styles,
sew or wash to earn
money for him to spend, fresh and new
but he is particular, he is, what work he
does with his hands. He looks down on that
sweaty carpenter who hurries by him, nods
condescendingly at his friend, the hat maker, Suitable
for the late summer and fall
and sends a whiff of smoke into the
trade, and will sell
eyes of
for cash than any other man in the
county.
the bedaubed painter, with both hands full of cheaper
paint pots and brushes. He couldn’t borrow
ten cents of any one of them.
They know
he would never pay it. They earn their
money. He begs his of his mother. Stylish
boy. isn’t he?”
heltast, Aug. 114, 1870.
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Capt. T. R. SI! I I K,
regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery v-litirl Boston, THURSDAY,
APRIL7, l«s?0,touching at Belfast, Sandy 1‘oint, Bueksport, VVinterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers
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Peruvian
Strut,'**(wo/'“Peruvian liurk,”) blown in the glass
A 32-nago pamphlets sent- free.
J. P. DlNBMoujfi
Proprietor, 3t>Dey St., New York.
all

Gray Hair to
Vitality and Color
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li. SWAN it CO., having ptiivhn*ptl tho
Storehouses and Wharl of II.,). ANJu., are now opening an entire new stock,
in part of the following articles.

consisting
COHN, ORANIJLATKD SCO\|?
FLOUR, COFKKK
HAVANA
PORK,

JAVA
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UOFFEK

JAPANTKA
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BKF.F,
OOI,(»N(i
MUSCOVADO
I,Alii),
RAISINS
TOBACCO, SPICKS, SALT, OATS, FISH, &r.
A lull and complete assortment of Oroeeries, which we
invite purchasers to call and examine, ami we will
make prices satisfactory.
\VM. K. SWAN,
a. cm i k.k sim.i.v.
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It is paying as large di\idends a- any c.rnpni\
States,
in the country. Neatly all restrictions r-moved ..
Vo Extra Hut' *•' /■ >
its policies.
f.‘ni,'/■<•<:,/
Employees or Females. Its ratio ot loss. j* lower than
It insures on the All
any other company ot eipmlage.
Cash, contribution plan, and also on ball note j | m, t »\ o
distinct systems.
There is no company in the country that i -easier for
Agents to work than the oi l Ph.enix, nor a eonipanv
that oilers greater advantage- to the insured.
I'or particulars, Xcc., apply to
1' I * *• ^
dMN KS, Hen. Agent,
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>ears -ima these now -o well known pill- u
i,r -1
brought !o notice by Dr. Duponco.it Pari
,-..• 11
a hieh t inn
In y havc beea extensively and uo
us« <1 by sonu
the lending physicians, w it!i
nnj iralh
l.adies in poor health, either n; in-..
cd success,
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Appel ite. Mental Depiction, Pair in the i;;,i k and i
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Him "I tin- Heart
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Painful Menstrual ion, Kush of Wood to Head, 1 u
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common among I .‘males, both married and
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Hugh
L‘ ncorrli.r or U .bites. I .-males in evert
period of lii.
wii! nud Duponco's Pills a ri -inedy to aid n itnr. in t!o
discharge of its functions. They invigorate the debilitul
'• 1 ;,l|d
delicate, and by regulating ami .strengthening lie
sy.-tetn, prepares tin- youthful constitution tor the iluf i.
ot lim, and when taken by those in middle lit,
(,hl
they proven perlect blessing. There is nothing in
the pills that can do
to
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or
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flu tr operation, perpetual in their
happv inlluema u\
th. N'e rv es, the Mind and the entire organ izat ion.
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m.Ll’AS r.the west side of I’heulx Uow, over Black's
Straw Factory.
These Trunks are ottered to the public at w hob-sale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks ami Valises made
to Older.
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Sch RISING SUN, JO tons o. m.. well
found,good Sails, Anchors, Cables and well
fitted for the fishing business. Will be sold at a bargain
Address
EATON Sc CO., or
< apt. SAMUEL
ALLEN,
Swll*
Green’s Landing Me.
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TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday and
Thursday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above
named landings; arriving in Portland same night.
For further information inquire of
ROSS & STUDIVANT, 170 < oimnercial St.
or, CYRUS STUDIVANT, (it n’l A"ent.
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For Mt. Desert & IVlachias.

foot of State street, Portland, every Tuesday and
Friday
evenings at 10 o'clock, or on arrival of Express train
Boston, for Macluasport. touching at Rockland,
Justine, l)ecr Isle, Sedgwick, Mt. Desert,
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A First Class Investment,

('apt. II, S. RICH, will make three trip- per week
Leaving Belfast every MONDAY and WKDNMSDAY
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STFAMFR CITY OK KK'lfMO.N 1), having
rpHK
JL been put in complete order the past winter, is now
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Portland and landings on the Penobscot River and Hay,
leaving Portland every .Monday, Wednesday and Friday
at 10 o’clock, P. M.,or on the arrival ot' the l.xpnL
Train from IJoston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
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an answer.

and Friday mornings at
o’clock.
will be ticketed through to Poston and all
stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one ot the strongest an i safest, boats
ever built, of remarkable speed, clean and comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will betaken to
insure their comfort and suleiy,
Belfast, April '-’7, ls?o.
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lor Sale bv C, HERVEY, Watchmaker and Jeweller. BELFAST
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and
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Atherton &Co..*’ manuf ictured hy the
S Watch Co.
has been carried hy me: even months; its total variation
Irom mean time being o »!y six seeon ’•>. A. I. 1>KNNIS
'resideill N. ,1. K. It. X. I (\>.
U'\n ii N.>. 11.., stem Winder 1..
i 11 ^ i'rade-Mark.
Frederic Atherton N < <»., Marion, N..1in.iiiu(.u liire«l
l»y United Metes Watch Co., has been carried by me
14 months: t» months at that time at sea, and in all tin*
various cliinafe« ot Km ope. During that time and -iuee
my return it has not varied one second per week.
11. LASS INC, Manner Knickerbocker l.ur insurance Co., 1«»l
ltroadvva), N. V.
I
K 'A, X. \
Feb.
ls.-u.
Wat<h No. lor»S, Sti in Wind*
hearing 'I'r.ide-M ;rk
“Frederic Atherton
Co., M-trion, N..L," manutaetir
ed by C S. Watcli Co., has been earned l.y me \\
months; it* total var ation Irom meantiim b. in.: ii
seconds [ter month.
/
c I’KiK.vr,
Asst. Supt; n. v. c. ,v h
i:

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!

ol

radically cured without the dangerous use of internal
medicine or the application of the knife; pointing out a
mode oi cure at once simple, certain, and ellectual, by
means of which every sull'erer, no matter what Ills condition may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and

V27

CO., 142

&

1 ’i F f i. Ylliertoll A' <
it s total varial i«m lining

<

alarming consequences of self-abuse may be

cents.
Address the

WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS.

MOVEMENTS

I

Weakness,

au'miu

1KOSTE1)

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate!.

HOWARD,

Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; al- Through by Stoamor and Railroad,
so, Consumption, Kpilkpsv, and Fi rs, induced by
—m Kit—
self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
Price, in a sealed envelope, only <5 cents.
of
Jliclimoncl
City
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful practice,
that the

GILES, BROTHER

Eauitv

(without medicine)

cure

Spkkmatokkikka,

NICKEL AND

Y O R K

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK.

edition of Hr.

Oicbrateil

N E \\

LANE.

*•**•-

\ Farm, situate in .V.rthi.ort, on tin
shore road, six miles from Bellast, and
one 1 rc>m Saturday Cove, containing
about lifty acres of land; cuts about if,
tons ol hay; a pasture; well fenced;
plenty ot water; an orchard and cranberry boy;. and a
pleasant location. A house, barn and out-buildings.
The above will be sold at a bargain, Apply to the subscriber on the promises.
1<\ A. lUCKKY.
Northport April l l«?o.
tt'W
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N. J.
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Farm For Sale

Belfast, Me.,

MARION,

CO.

WATCHES, PENDANT

liO'I'II

D\\

ioners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment ol al
female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpost
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un
natural suppressions, enlargements ol the womb, also al
discharges which flow from a morbid state ol the blood
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiai
style, botli medically and surgically, all diseases ot tin
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at

Boston. Jan.

MAIDEN

umo

L!FE INSURANCE COMPANY

Boston, Mass., which they will liml arranged for theii
special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to thiparticular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculini
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this conn
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known praetic

WATCH

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,

Tiii:

JL particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical ot
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott St.

insure

Agent in every town in Maine to •*•■11 tin

or

f

LADIES.-The celebrated DR. L,

THE

THE

GILES, WALES & CO..

Boston, Mass

—

il.i

<

niroKXEKs. mam FAcri'iimts, axu .hiiiiikiis

killed, constitutionally injured

for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM MAK ERS,
Through the Ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowiiq
no other remedy, he relies upon Meiu cry, and gives i
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum
maker, equally Ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts
Specific, Antidote, See., botli relying upon its effects ii
curing a few iu a hundred, it is trumpeted in variorn
ways throughout the land; but, alas 1 nothing is said o

OF

(GILES, WALES &

who know little of the nature and character of Speei.a
Diseases, nnd less to their cure. Some exhibit lorgec
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never \,Cp
in any part ot the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot tin
Dead, how obtained, unknown; nut only a sinning tm
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas
but to further their imposition assume mum s of other eel
b>rated physicians long since dead. Neither be d- e* iv<,

QUACK NOSTRUM MAK EKS
certificates and references, and recoininem
utions ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot expos,
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to further th.-ir im
positions, copy from medical books, much that is writtei
of the qualities and effects of different ln-rhs ami plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specific:
&.C., most of which, it not all, contain Mercury, becausi
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but non

-Iron and

STATES

long experience, practice,and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceive,!
the
lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promise,
by
and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

false

Front

\

*0KK$

_

so

through

Ftv

•'. 0

in Boston than in other farm

numerous

Eiulinitt Mlretd, IKo«f<oi*
All letters requiring advice mu- t contain onedolti.r

siglifof

hospital.

applying

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he

Wo. *11

was

-—

quickly

blistering
and

Prizes cashed and information furnished
UPH AM, Providence, K. I.

—

“1 say, Tim,” responded .lack, who

is’

')■

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY.

\
the horses, and take our own rations.
Some New York regiments were encamped
along the outer line, but the one at whose
Michiheadquarters wo stopped was the
HEALTH AND ECONOMY.
gan. They were all fine tall fellows, full of
life and fun, and continually playing all sorts
of tricks on one another.
* hie of the men in our
cavalry squadron,
by the name of George Sanders, si Kentuckian by birth, oil'ered to wrestle with
any ol
the Michigan hoys for a chew of tobacco.
The oiler was speedily accepted by a
young
Michigander whom his comrades called Tim.
Tim was a tall, muscular, young fellow,
about six feet two inches in height, long,
sandy, straight hair and heavy yellow moustache, evidently one of the crack men of his
regiment, and the life of the little group
around him, laughing and joking, and—I
JAVA QUALITY.
must confess
it—swearing with everybody Prepared from different kinds ot Coffee, the flavors
within a circuit of one hundred yards around of which mingle harmoniously together. Put up in
and Boxes.
him. Oitr champion,
George, was also a tall Japan Tin Cans, Barrels, Half-Barrels,
WllIGIIT GIRLIES & BROTHER.
sturdy young sinner, some six feet, or nearly
in height, hut he had black hair and
sparkling black eyes; he was, however,
equally as upright and full of sport as his opponent, and was also a favorite with his fellow soldiers.
The terms of the match were easily settled,
being these: that neither man was to‘-kick
shins." As near as 1 can remember the following was the conversation that prefaced it:
I say, chum,” said
George, “Til bet you
a chaw of tobacco that T kin throw
you every
lime.”
“I'll bet you two chaws you can’t,” said
OAUTIOKr.
Tim.
Should occasion require you to purchase
“Well,” said George, deprecatingly “I
11. A. l'uhnc&tock’s Vermifuge, he part ion
haint mil but one chaw left out of the two
iarly cureful to sen (hat the initials an- li.
A. This is the u ! idle that has boon so
pings that 1 had last—a week ago.”
“Well,” responded Michigan, “I’ll try you
Favorably Known Since 1829,
for one chaw, then, just for the fun of the
And purchasers must insist on having it

If you do—I’ll throw you afterwards fur nuthin !”

i;

-i

i»iy *

■

second halt was onleml until we came
to the outer line of* our works, when the bu
frit1 again rang out a clear, sharp, decisive
peal, and the order came to dismount, feed

ol it, ’nutlier.

bug «:>i grounds we had no
"lily excuse was liktf that of

is.

pretty

we

FISHERMANS STORY.

is.

i»r.

PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
*ii KmiUott Street,
.V9a««.
is so arranged Unit patients never see or hear each othei
| Recollect, the only entrance to his otlice is Wo. *1, ),n\
against A€€IDEXTS causing death or I Ing no connection with his residence,
Policies written by tinconsequently m
total disability.
family interruption, so that on no account cun any person
year or month. Has paid $700 per day hesitate

of Old

Then, turning

ND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ol tlx
Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body;
Skinj
Pimples 01
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constih:
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
vauced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED,

Cash Assets.
'$1,500,000. Grants JjIEE and K^IIOIV*
all
of
JIIE.II Policies
approved terms.
Also insures
Ample security, low rates.

we were

“Say, Jack, hold the stakes, will you? till
get through ; and don’t chaw mor’n half

rl*»'i t*» Joy allied,
shadier walks to keep,
I* wer at
my side;
•s jl
eig with mo abide
in i In r si>ter sleep.

«J".••
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SELF-ABUSE

PANY, of Hartford, Conn.

233 23514 231 Washington St. New York.

happy ohild,

a

L E R S
RAVE
LIFE & ACCIDENT INSURANCE COM-

pastime.

the liold'
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ANNUM,

PEIt

SIDNEY K. MOUSE, JK., & CO.,
37 Pakk Row, New York.

;\o

Jow r> Infill to Mow ;
•n*li lit* garden } ields ;
i-1 'ini tin hedge-row shields—
■n-< M> lift y*t to
i(o.

\

at a
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ONE MONTH FREE ON TRIAL.
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YORK OBSERVER
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histle rings,
native ery has ceased ;
on restless wings.
I dit>, but never sings—
d rock* an empty nest.
!

went

THE BEAT KM THE COl'MTRT.

country.

a*

!vi

we

the fact that

Price R. oduco dL.

NEW

BE FORFEITED BY Du. L.DI?
1ff failing to
tc c-ure in less time than an'
other pnysician, more effectually and
permanently wit!
less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to al
weather, with safe
pleasant medicines.

\S\J1

$25
1 have seen horses fall on them sure, sate business.
clear prottt ot $475. For particulars call on or address
and break both forelegs. A good horse will athe
PICTURE
AMERICAN
NORTH
CO., No. **
not average over three miles an hour over Nassau Street, New York.
one of these roads. Wo traveled some twenAPPLE PARER. Tilt*
ty miles before reaching the Mills, which are milE “UIIOY”
A knife moves forward and back, paring an apple
very near what was at that time the “Front.” each way. Made by 1). 11. Whittemoro, Worcester,
They were not more than three-quarters of a
mile in the rear, I think, and they were then
ewspaper advertisiyw. a now
being used as a hospital for our wounded.
Price JO ct9. by mail. AMERIBook of 128
After halting at the mills for an hour or so, CAN NEWS CO.,pages.
New York.
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and
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way
a short time we came
ME11E.—Have you seen our circular 'i It
insight of our inner
J not, be sure and send for it. Every family and perline of breastworks. There we found everyDu.
son interested who prize Health and Money.
thing quiet, except when an occasional shot W. W. HIBBARD, Poultney, Vt.
was given by us and returned
by the JohnA II AY !—40 new' articles for Agents Sam
nies—“just bv way of keeping each other
O plea free. H. li. SHAW, Alfred me.
awake”—as we used to term this pretty little
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Virginia’s “corduroy”roads.
They are made by simply levelling the
for »iv Year* in benefits to policy-holdground and laying down poles and saplings
ers.
from three to eight inches in diameter. They
certainly are the roughest roads to travel
AAA 1ST SIX JHOafTMS can be made
that ever were invented either in city or 4>lUU«UUUby a shrewd and reliable man in a
will return
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two men

but it reminds me of an incident
which took place under my eyes while I was
in the army in 1864.
Our regiment, which was a cavalry one,
had been in quarters for more than two
weeks ; and our men were beginning to wish
occupation than
j for some more exciting
[licking the worms from their “hard tack” at
meal times, and playing with their horses in
the intervals.
We were soon tiling out ot camp at a
cheery but somewhat jerky trot; and when
we got
forward on the road to Dabney’s
Mills, the jerkiness of our trot was somewhat
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